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H e Caught It, but he L e t I t Go
which the catafalco, the central objeet the whole thing, for when I came to,
F am ous Funerals.
be
left
!”
she
cried
breathlessly.
Again in S hort Order.
And in answer to Mrs. Inglis’ apof interest, was borne on a moving the regimental surgeon was standing
“
Exactly.
We
will
be
left,
just
as
I
over me, giving me powerful restora
palled look Ida laughed merrily.
To a philosopher, of course, the dis mound of gold and velvet drawn by
intended ;” and he stepped in front of
“ Hold my rod,” hastily remarked
tives, and I heard him say that I might
“ I am an anomaly, am I not ? And
sixteen
black
horses
and
guarded
and
position of the lifeless human body
Ida,
planting
himself
resolutely
in
the
the
President to the doctor. “I no
possibly
get
out
again,
though
I
would
Floyd Warren, grave, handsome aris a dreadful creature, I know.”
escorted, it is said, by an army of 150,narrow path. “ You needn’t tremble, seems a matter of small moment; but
ticed
the prettiest little black and white
never
be
a
well
man
again.
I
have
tocratic from his loosely curling blond
And with a warm glow in her heart, so, Ida ; we won’t stay here long. I to the great body, of the people the 000 soldiers.
pup
I
ever saw running across the top
been
in
places
where
it
took
nerve
to
hair to his well-shaped feet; stood lean Ida went off to her daily work—such
Compare with these splendors the
funeral rites and last resting place of
happen
to
know
of
a
very
pleasant
of
that
hill, and I want to catch it.”
stand—such
as
falling
out
of
a
threeing against the olive velvet, crimson- an “anomaly,”’ really, as she called
one of its great heroes are matters of quite and simple funeral rites of our
The
doctor kindly consented and
family
who
live
not
a
mile
from
here,
story window, and having been through
and-gold-and-blue embroidered lambre herself.keenest interest. In view of the re own Washington, so befitting the re
was
soon
busy watching the frantic ef
and
we’ll
spend
the
evening
there,
and
quin that draped the mantel in his
Proud, sensitive, passionate, honor have the waltz you denied me on the cent obseijuies of our own great nation publican simplicity and the character the New York Exchange and spent a forts of a miniature “red horse” to drag
part of a day in a boiler factory, and
sister’s pretty little boudoir, and list able, truthful and independent despite
al hero, it will be interesting to recall of him who was, nevertheless, “ first in
ened, without the vestige of a smile,.to her sensitiveness, frank and free, cold way up. All’s fair in love, you know, the honors paid after death to the re the hearts of his countrymen.” A have been on one or two Sunday School under a cork twice as big as itself,
excursions where the crowd were all when his attention was attracted by a
her energetic remarks, although a cu and sarcastic by turns, she was like a my proud little duchess.”
mains of some of the great captains of gathering of the dignitaries of the
A
wild
shriek
came
from
Ida’s
pale
distant “halloo.” He listened and the
riously mischievous spirit lurked in his human kaleidoscope, a character worth
neighboring town of Alexandria, with girls—but I never knew what noise
lips, and before her quivering mouth history.
halloo was repeated. Sticking the end
hazel eyes.
the militia and Free Masons, his frinds was till I heard a lot of army mules
closest study, well worth warmest in had closed, a tall, stalwart figure step
Two long years were consumed in
of
the pole in the bank, he started for
________________ _
and neighbors, his own war horse duly bray.
“ I t ’s too horridly reckless for any terest and eager winning.
«
ped up beside her, aud Paul Crawford the formidable preparation for the
the
spot.
caparisoned, led in the midst, one ves
thing !” Mrs. St. Cyr exclaimed, fan
“Love him?. Love him?” she thought fell like a log to the ground.
funeral of Alexander the Great. Dj’ing
“No, don’t come up here now,” yelled
T
h
e
L
a
st
of
H
is
R
a
c
2
.
sel in the river hard by, firing minute
ning herself. “ Engaged to a girl you to herself ; “indeed I love him with all
“ We haven’t a second to lose ; come at Babylon, he directed that his body,
the President. “ Go back to the tent
know so very little about 1 Oh, Floyd, my heart and soul and strenght. The
which was immediately embalmed with guns, and the whole procession con
and bring my satchel with my second
Ida !”
A
good
story
is
told
about
a
pursefined to his own private grounds, where
Floyd, I would never have imagined question is—does he love me ? And
And Floyd Warren linked her arm elaborate care by Egyptian and Chal
proud old nobleman who was traveling | best suit of clothes. Bring them up
his tomb was made and still is.
you could be so silly !”
can I retain him always?”
in his, and hurried her back just in dean adepts, should be deposited in the
through the rural districts of. Sweden. and place them in that clump of bushes
Then Mr. Warren smiled, and al
Temple of Jupiter, on an Egyptian
But with Floyd W arren’s n a tu r e - time to spring aboard.
Over in that country the people do not just in front of you.”
A Kind W ord for th e Mule.
though, as a rule, men, and men of grave, positive, steady, and firm as a
In a retired corner, as far as it was oasis. Undeterred by the enormous
The doctor did so, and then bawled
have quite as much respect for the
thirty-five years, do not particularly rock bedded in the sea—and hears, an possible to get from the music and distance the procession set forth, an
o
u
t:
tilted aristocracy as in some other loenjoy a “ going over” by their sisters, inharmonious jarring was sure to come dancing, Ida sat in her chair, pale, ari®y of workmen having been sent for POINTS IN H IS CHARACTER NOT GENERALLY
“ Say, Grover, did you catch that pup?”
calties on the continent. One day this
KNOWN— A PICTURE OF INNOCENCE.
he resigned himself with amused pa at one time or another.
crying, while Mr. Warren stood beside ward to repair the roads and bridges.
“ I eaught it,” responded the Presi
nobleman came rolling up to a country
tience to his temporary punishment.
The
funeral
car
was
drawn
by
sixtyAnd it came on one August moon her, grave and pale, too.
tavern, and as he stopped his carriage, dent, “ but I let go again. Say, doc, it
I know that the mule is the only ani he called out in an imperious tone:— wasn’t a pup.”
So he stood his ground, his arms light night, when Mr. Warren picked
“ How came you here ?” she asked four mules, chosen for their strength
folded, leaning lightly against the man up an iuvitation-card lying on the table presently.
and size, splendidly caparisoned. The mal that Noah didn’t'take into the ark
“By George, I should say it wasn’t ”
“Horses, Landlord ; horses here at
tel, and looked down upon Mrs. St. in the Inglis’ parlor.
“ Because you needed a protector— car itself was of surpassing magnifi with him. I looked over the freight once."
grunted the doctor, hastily retreating
Cyr — pretty, golderi-haired, bright
“ Of course you’ll not go, Ida,” he thank God I came !” he said impress cence, the spokes and naves of the. list carefully, and could not see a mule
“I am very much pained to inform as a breath of wind came from the
eyed, and a year-old matron of twenty- said.
wheels and ends of tke axles being way-billed for any place. So clear you, my lord, that you will have- to bushes where the President was hiding.
ively.
“ W h a t! Not go to the moonlight
two.
“You can never forgive me, I know,” covered with gold, the platform uphold headed a man as Noah did not dare to wait sometime over an hour before
In about an hour the President re
“No, I don’t suppose I know much dance at Fern Dale ?” she answered she sobbed. “ I have been so wild and ing a royal pavilion inerusted with take one on board, as he knew he would fresh horses can be brought in,” re appeared, took up his rod and fished
more about her than Philip did when quickly. “ Why shouldn’t I ? All the willful, that I deserve thè reward you gems, supporting a throne and coffin, kick a hole through her in less than a plied the landlord.
away, but he didn’t mention the chase
he married you, Beth, but—we all have other girls are going.”
will bestow. But, Floyd, before you the latter of solid gold and filled with week. I don’t know a man on whose
“ H o w 1” violently exclaimed the no all the afternoon. Neither did the doc
to take our risks, you know.”
“I t will be rather a promiscuous say good-by forever, let me tell you costly spices.
But the body never head you could pour quicksilver and bleman, “this to me? My man, I de tor. It was not until after supper that
Ptolemy . ar run less risk of spilling it than on mand horses at once.”
how sorry I am I If—if—I could recall reached its destination.
“But to think she is a poor, common crowd.”
the President alluded to the matter. “ I
“ But I am not an aristocrat, you it, I would never defy your judgment rested its progress and buried it at Al Noah’s. He was a dreadful level-headed
girl—”
Then observing the fresh and sleek- don’t see what made me fail to recog
exandria, which city may be said to man, and before the freshet was over looking horses which were being led nize the thing,” he remarked ; “ I was
“Not quite,” he interrupted good- know,” she retorted coolly.
or authority again«I”
“No,
dear,
that
isn’t
what
I
mean.
And for answer, he stooped and have proved itself the enduring monu everybody on earth realized the fact. up to another carriage, he said:—
naturedly. “ Poor, I admit, but not
familiar enough with them when a boy.
The origin of the mule is enveloped in
ment of the conqueror.
‘common’ according to your rendering But—I understand the Judith sisters, kissed her tenderly.
But,” and he laughed, “the experience
“ For whom are those horses?”
of the term. She is a working-girl, and and the Crawfords, and the Watchleys
My darling, until you send me from
Very different was the funeral of a good deal of mj-stery. Tradition in
“They were ordered for this gentle wasn’t so hard on me as it might have
is employed from eight to seven in are among the invited guests, and, you, I shall never go ! You are all Julius Csesar. The circumstances of forms us that when the flood had sub man,” answered the landlord, pointing been. The first delegation of the Cook
Madame Fromard’s establishment, and Ida—frankly, I would rather you would that is sweet and pure and true ; for a his death were so tragic, and such sided and the ark had lain on Mount to a tall slim individual, a few paces county Democracy and two or three
she lives in a tenement-house on Eighth not associate with such people.”
little willfulness shall I spoil my whole enormous crowds gathered to the cere Ararat, Noah was very much surprised distant.
subsequent delegations from the South
in
one
of
his
observations,
to
find
in
A saucy, cold little smile answered life ?”
Avenue with her parents—top floor,
mony, that they could not be formed
“I say, my man,” called out the no west had dulled the sensibilities of my
too. And her name is Ida Inglis. And him.
She gave him a look that thrilled into a procession, and the different good health a mule standing on the top bleman to the slim gentleman, “ will olfactory nerves. Doc. if you think
“ On that point, as on several others, him from head to foot.
now you know all you are likely to
classes of people were accordingly of an adjoining mountain. The same you let me have those horses if I pay my place is a great, voluptuous sine
know of the future Mrs. Floyd Warren, we do not agree.”
“ I ’ll never be willful again,” she an asked to come together undpr the prop- tradition informs us that the mule is you a liberal bonus therefor ?”
cure, you’re mistaken.”— Chicago Tri
“ But you don’t go, Ida ? To oblige swered fervently. “ From this hour you per insignia in the field of Mars. The the only animal that lived through the
until she appears in the actual role of
“Not much,” answered the slim gen bune.
me, dearest. I ask it as a personal are master.”
sister-in-law to your serene majesty.”
body of the great Roman was exposed flood, outside the ark. The mule can tleman, “ I intend to use them myself.”
T h e Picture on th e Cuff.
And Mrs. St. Cyr declares there lying upon a gilded bed covered with be considered in a great many ways,
Mrs. St. Cyr frowned, and a most favor.”
“This to m e!” exclaimed the noble
though
the
worst
place
to
consider
him
If
his
manly
patience
and
considerate
' never was a sister-in-law equal to hers scarlet and cloth of gold, and placed
charming little frown it was, too.
man.
I Spent a half-hour not long since in
“You are very considerate.! Perhaps tenderness touched her, she gave no for dignity, graciousness, and general under a magnificent canopy in the form is directly from behind, anywhere with
“That’s what I said,” replied the
the
private den of a photographer on
in
a
radius
of
ten
feet.
I
never
con
perfection,
while
Mr.
Warren—well,
if
sign.
you didn’t know you haven’t informed
of a temple.
slim man.
Broadway,
looking over odds and ends.
sider
a
mule
from
that
point
unless
I
“Indeed,
I
’ll
not
give
it
up
!
The
he
doesn’t
adore
his
young
wife,
then
me that she is beautiful as an angel,
“ Perhaps you are not aware who I
After the funeral ceremonies were
am
looking
through
the
flue
of
a
boiler.
Finally
I
noted
on the wall a face al
music,
the
moonlight,
the
dancing,
the
no
man
ever
did—and
not
altogether
graceful as a gazelle ? They always
am ?” roared the now thoroughly agi
over a question arose where they should
most
hidden
by
a bedraggled fox-skin
river—I
worship
them
all.
I
t
will
be
because
in
every
action
of
her
life,
Ida
The
mule
has
one
more
leg
than
a
are, you know 1”
tated and irate nobleman. “I am, sir,
burn the body.
Some suggested a
and
Japanese
fan.
like
a
living
dream—I
’d
not
miss
it
for
Warren
shows
her
loyalty
to
her
lord
milking
stool,
and
he
can
stand
on
one
Her sarcasm fell unheeded.
Field-Marshal Baron George Sparre,
temple on Capitoline hill, others sug
“Is not that Neilson ?” I asked.
and master 1
“ Beautiful ! Graceful! Beth, you all the world.”
gested the Senate house, where he had and wave the other three round in as the last and only one of my race.”
“Yes,” the artist replied softly, “ that
He looked gravely at the sweet de
many
different
directions.
He
has
only
ought to see her! Why—”
“I am very glad to hear that,” said
fallen. The Senate, less willing to pay
is
mv greatest treasure.
Let me take
And then Mrs. Beth shrugged her fiant face, all aflush, and asked himself A Young B enedict and H is Intrusive him extraordinary honors, proposed a three senses—hearing, seeing and smell the slim man, stepping into his carriage.
M other-in-Law .
—after all, was Beth right when she
white organdy-covered shoulders.
more retired spot. The discussion was ing. He has no more sense of taste “I t would be a terrible thing to think it down for you.J’
He did so. The picture was drawn
said men so recklessly marry girls,
than a stone jug, and will eat anything that there might be more of you com
“ Spare me, I beg.”
“ I met my fate at a picnic last week,” fast becoming a dispute when two
on
a gentleman’s cuff. Neilson, as the
knowing
so
little,
really,
of
them
?
that contains nourishment, and he ing. I am inclined to think that your
While at the self-same moment, in
said a dejected looking young man who soldiers, with drawn swords and blaz
ill-starred
Juliet, leaned over a balcony
“You
must
do
just
as
you
please,
doesn’t care two cents whether it con race will be a foot race.”—Siftings.
the plain, comfortable, yet almost shab
dashed breathlessly into the Tombs ing torches in their-hands, forced their
a
white-robed
figure with flowing hair,
Ida.
But,
remember,
if
you
go
in
the
by little parlor on the top floor of No.
way through the crowijfjnd set fire to, tains 1 per cent, or 99. All he asks
yesterday.
a
crumpled
horse
in her hands, from
very
face
o
f
.
my
disapproval,
I
shall
999, Eighth Avenue, Mrs. Inglis, pale,
the bed.
In a moment there was the is to pass him along his plate with
H ow it Should be Done.
“ Well, go on,” said Justice Power.
which
she
idly
tore
the petals. Pinned
construe
it
into
meaning
but
one
thing.”
whatever happens to be-handy round
faded and jaded with the cares of life,
“ We were married after twenty-four wildest excitement. The multitude fell to
to
one
corner
of
the
cuff hung a with
And
his
slow,
patient
speech
only
the pantry, and he won’t go away and
and forever struggling to make impos
Moses Michaelstein, the younger,fail
hours’ acquaintance. She is nineteen, work directly, building the funeral pyre
ered
branch
of
violets.
made
Ida
more
willful
than
ever.
blow
how
poor
the
steak
is.
He
just
sible ends meet, listened ecstatically to
upon the spot. First they brought fagots
ed last week, and the morning after
“ She asked me to visit Booth’s,” my
“ Go ? Of course I ’ll go, mamma,” with lovely red cheeks, blue eyes----- ”
eats whatever is set before him and his father called on him.
Ida’s announcement of an engagement
and
then
benches
from
the
neighboring
“ I don’t care for that,” impatiently
friend explained, “to see her as Juliet,
she said, after Warren had gone. “ If
asks
no
questions.
If
I
were
to
have
between herself and Floyd Warren.
porticoes, and next any combustible
“Veil Mosesh,” he said, “so you liaf
remarked the justice.
I went. This picture is one of the re
a large picture of innocence to hang in gone py in bizness.”
“I t ’s too good to be true, dear ! Floyd does not like it, I can’t help i t !
material
they
could
find,
and
at
length,
“ I*had money saved up,” continued
sults, a lifelong remembrance of that
my
parlor
and
I
did
not
wish
to
sit
for
Only to think, you’ll have a beautiful I told you he must take me as I am, or
“Yes father, I ’m flat.”
the young man, “and I took her to a as the excitement grew, the soldiers
most beautiful woman is another. 1 had
home, and everything you want, and— else leave me !”
threw in their instruments, while others it myself, I should get a correct like
“I ’m ferry sorry, my poy,ferry sorry.
nice
home.
We
were
as
happy
as
a
no
paper convenient, and removing one
And
go
she
did—the
fairest,
sweetest
ness of a mule. There is enough inno Vot is ter schape oaf your pooks ?”
money to buy what you need ! He is
pair of doves. The second day after stripped down the trappings of the
of
them
all,
in
her
white
lawn
dress,
of
my
cuffs, made the sketch upon that.
a gentleman, and so handsome, with
So fieree was the cence in a mule’s countenance to fit out
“Assets $120,000; liabilities $125,marriage a tall, grim-looking woman funeral procession.
Miss
Neilson
saw it afterwards in her
so
daintily
made
by
her
own
deft
fin
a Sunday School class. I t looks as 000. That isn’t so bad, is it ?”
position and dignity. Ida darling, you
dashed into the house and clasped me fire that it spread to the neighboring
gers,
and
she
danced
to
her
heart’s
dressing
room,
laughed, signed it with
guileless as an angleworm.
ought to be a proud, happy girl.”
“Veil I shoult say ett vos. Vy, my
in her arms. I t was my mother-in-law. houses, and was only by the greatest
her
autograph,
and
taking a bunch of
content,
laughed
and
sang,
while,
un
And then Ida laughed—and such a
A mule never grows old or dies; teer poy, vy tidn’t you follow de exAs a fitting
‘Pay the express man, my son, and difficulty extinguished.
violets
which
had
been
thrown careless
der
all,
she
was
unspeakably
miserable.
laugh as she had, like rippling cascades
fetch in the trunks,’ she said ; ‘I can’t monument the people erected to the once brought into existence, he con sample oaf your poor old fadder ? Ven ly on her dressing table, handed the
“Half
a
dozen
of
us
are
going
ashore
of silvery water, or the sweet, soft
live without my daughter. My home “ Mighty Julius” a lofty column sur-. tinues on forever. The original mule he failt, Mosesh, fife years ako his as flowers to me with a bewithing smile.
murmur of a summer breeze'In a wood for a fifteen minutes’ ramble, to get
is now alive somewhere in the south, sets vere twenty tousand tollars, vit liawill be here henceforward.’ I felt like mounted by a star.
They have been pinned to the cuff ever
—it reminded you of anything that some spring-water,” Clara Crawford
Coming down to modern times, the and is named Bob Toombs,- because he pilities ad vun million vun huntret unt since. No, I should not care to part
My troubles
said. “ Isn’t the captain good natured, dropping in my boots.
was lovely and merry.
In dot case my
began from that moment. My wife accounts of the obsequies of the “ Iron is so stubborn. Mules are chiefly found ten tousand tollars.
with the picture, though I have had
“Of course I am proud and happy, Ida ? We want you to go, too. Come!”
in
the
south
and
west.
They
have
poy,
you
coult
liaf
retired
as I hav
Duke,”
perhaps
the
greatest
ever
known
And n o t’ pausing to consider the didn’t like her coming, either; she
scores of opportunities to sell it.
I
mamma ; naturally a girl would be un
seemed afraid of her. She wasn’t a day in England, and the second funeral of been more abused than Judas Iscariot. done ; bud now poor poy, you will haf never glance at it without thinking of
der the circumstances ; but mamma, matter, Ida followed the little group
A boy who would not throw a stone to porrow ten tousant from me, ¡und
in the house when she assumed control. Napoleon still must be born freshly in
you must not think I feel honored by just rushing over the gangway plank.
at a mule when he gets a chance would vork along sefferal years till you haf poor Neilson as she died in Paris, tear
mind
my
many
of
the
veterans
of
to
Whatever
I
did-she
found
fault
with.
“ Wait a minute, girls! Clara, Isabel,
ing madly at the couch on which she
Mr. Warren’s preference—no man’s gra
My life became a burden to me. I day. The Duke of Wellington, after be considered by his parents too mean now how ter to do pizness in der right writhed in her last agony.
where
are
you
?”
Somehow
cious preferences would make me feel
thought of many plans to get rid of lying in state five days at Chelsea hos to raise. The mule is a good worker, vay. Hère is my scheck for fife tousant; she always comes to me that wa}'.—N.
For
in
the
somber
darkness
of
the
that I was honored. I t is I who honor
but he cannot be depended upon. He trop me a line ven you need de palance.
forest that reached to the river’s edge, her, but this one worked successfully : pital, was borne to his last resting place
him l”
is
liable to strike, and when he strikes Good py, my poor, iknorant poy, good Y. Express.
I learned from my wife that her mother in St. Paul’s on a car drawn by twelve
Ida
had
lost
sight
of
the
forward
part
And the rich crimson leaped to Ida
has a sister living, in Philadelphia, and horses, accompanied by a vast military human calculation fails to find any by.”— Merchant Traveler.
The discussion of religion is often
Inglis’ ivory-fair cheeks and a defiant of the part}'.
rule by which to reckon when he will
and
civic
concourse,
the
latter
including
I
wrote
a
despatch
to
my
mother-in-law,
conducted
with warmth. Years ago,
“ I t ’s all right, Ida, don’t be in such
flash to her eyes that Mr. Floyd War
A Q ueer N ew spaper.
go to work again. I t is useless to
Prince
Albert,
both
houses
of
Parlia
telling
her
to
come
on
immediately
as
John
Howland,
the barber, who was a
a hurry ! They’ve taken a cross-cut
ren had certainly not seen there yet.
pound, for lie will stand more beating
ment,
judges,
nobles,
public
bodies,
the
she
was
dying.
My
mother-in-law
was
violent
Unitarian,
got into a contro
“And I had actually feared you we^e Clara knows of, but I ’ll escort you by
Paris brings out on an average one
than, a sitting-room carpet. He has
mourning
coaches
of
the
Queen
and
on
a
train
inside
of
an
hour
and
I
hur
versy
with
one
of
his customers, who
becoming interested in Paul Crawford ! another road I know of. Take my arm,
been known to stand eleven days in new journal a day. They die as rapidly ; was an Episcopalian.
royal
family
aud
an
innumerable
throng
ried
here
for
your
advice.”
Finally, Mr.
won’t you ?”
I am so thankful, dear !”
one spot, apparently thinking of some only for that, one could never read Howland said : “ Who are you that
“Run’ home quickly and pack up of the people.
I
t
was
Paul
Crawford’s
voice,
close
“ Paul Crawford ! As if I ever cared
Napoleon’s funeral as a parade, re thing, and start off again as though them all. The latest edition to the knows so much more than the rest of
your things and move to another neigh
for him beyond the fact of his being the to her ear—Paul Crawford, with whom
fourth estate is called the Bon Guide.
The nothing had happened.
us ?” “ Who am I ?” said his aged oppo
she was alone in the dark, lonely placel borhood,” said the justice, “ for I ’ll mains unparalleled in our times.
best dancer in the crowd, mamma !”
To fully appreciate the mule one It is the organ of the vagrants and nent with his face covered with soap
warrant she returns on the next train cherished remains of their hero, having
“
Thank
you,
I
’m
going
back
to
the
“Nor would Mr. Warren approve of
should listen to his voice. You never sturdy beggars’ interests; only one lather, “ why, I am an humble, praying
boat,” she said sharply, angrily. “ I and then, young man, she’ll warm you r been received by the French from the
him, dear ; he—”
English nineteen years after his death, can really know whether you like a copy is published. The craft are al Christian, you d—n heathen you!”
nicely.
And then Ida stopped over and si don’t like to be here.”
«Yes—yes, I ’ll do that,” said the it was not so much a funeral as a vast mule or not till you hear him sing. I lowed to peruse it every morning,
“ With me, you mean ?” And he
lenced the mother with a loving little
attended a mule concert at Chicka- where they find the addresses of the
A Wisconsin woman accuses her
laughed unpleasantly. “ But I am of a young husband. “ But I have her two triumphal procession that followed,
kiss.
mauga during the war. The wagon charitable people, weddings and meets, husband of trying to persuade her to
during
which
all
France
resounded
with
trunks
in
the
house.
I
don’t
want
to
“ I know just what you mean, mamma different opinion. I like both the place
booming cannon, tolling bells and train was in front. The mules were good to be farmed. Advertisements commit suicide in a manner that would
keep anything belonging to her.”
dear. Floj'd would not approve of him, and the company exceeding^ well, and
strains of. martial music, while the ex starved for water. The gallant Clei- are received; one is from a blind man, enable him to collect for their children
“ Hasn’t she any home ?”
nor would I, except in the most con Clara has played the game into my
who is willing to sell his “ standing the amount of an insurance policy on
“ Yes, judge; she has a room in cited people lined the banks of the burne was protecting the rear. Thomas
ventional way. But one thing is sure hands even better than I dared hope.
ground”
in a street—retiring from busi her life. He argued the propriety of
Seine and filled the air with frenzied, pressed him hard. The music, or pro
Broome street.”
and certain, it woiild not dor for Floyd There they go now, back to the boat—
ness,
in
a
word. There is another want the project, since she was feeble and
gram, opened with a soprano solo and
shouts
and
cries
and
sob3
of
joy
and
ly to require much doctoring the rest
“
Well,
let
an
expressman
take
her
to presume to dictate to me about his hardly had time to sample the spring- trunks there, and you skit out of that
then swung into a duet, and then ing the services of a blind fiddler and of her natural life, thus using up money
gratulation.
The
resources
of
funeral
likings or dislikings, or my tastes or water, have they ?”
house as fast as you can.”
art were exhausted upon the p.agent, pranced off into a trio, followed up by an intelligent child to do, doubtless, needlesly, whereas by dying at once
A t the same instant the whistle
distastes. He must take me as I am—
“ Thanks, thanks,” he said; and if
a quartet and ending with a full chorus the guide, philosopher and friend busi she could leave the family in good cir
by your advice I get rid of her, I ’ll and the imagination is unable to dis
cumstances.
Ida Inglis just as Ida Inglis, or—let shrieked.
tinguish the details of a procession in of the whole army train. I didn’t hear ness.
“ There isn’t a second to lose, We’ll never forget you.”
me entirely alone !”
'

WILD AND WILLFUL.

Providence Independent,

to his family that this man, Martin “How would it do?” says the News, Mr. E v a rts W o u ld n ’t B uy Sena
NEW G O O D S
Ewing, was his dry nurse, and that he “ for the Grass Commissioners to be
tors.
FOR
was a good many years older than him put on the trail of these lost lands?”
From
the
Citizen.
—TO—
self.
Martin
claims
that
Col.
Ewing
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
SPR IN G & S U M M E R
was brought to his master’s house a
I
have
heard
rather
a
passable
story
In the Bottom of a Shaft.
AT
C O L L E G E V I L L E , M O N T G . C O ., P A . very small boy, and his (Martin's)
about Senator Evarts. He is wealthy,
business was to nurse him. Martin says
L E O P O L D ’S
and he is so good a Republican that he
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor. he was old enough to plough corn at LYING FAR BENEATH THE SURFACE FOR is often mentioned, not only for the
POTTSTOWN, PA.
that time. Now, allowing the Colonel
Governor of this State, but for the next
Entire new line parasols, choice new styles
NEARLY A W EEK WITHOUT FOOD.
to have been 2 years old when he came
President. If a real boom is started for at very.low prices at Leopold’s.
T hursday, Septem ber io, 1885.
L ebanon, September 8__ The story him in the latter direction he may open
to James Ewing’s, Martin’s master,
Best 5 cent calicoes at Leopold’s.
and Martin to be 12, which he undoubt of a thrilling escape from death by slow a bar’l, but even this is doubtful, for
New
lawns fast colors, warranted, price 5
D aniel S huler , who •aspires to a edly was, it makes this old colored starvation came to light to-day. Clay he is awfully close. While the Sena
cents at Leopold’s.
ton
Klick
is
nineteen
years
old
and
is
man
120
years
old,
as
ColEwing
would
torial battle was raging a smart politi
third term, as Director of the Poor,
New summer silks in neat little checks at
the son of Henry Klick, a wealthy far cian, a “ Colonel,” waited upon him,
might as well dig a hole and bury his be 110 if now living.
This man’s memory, is good and his mer residing in Union township, this and said if he had the handling of $5,000 Leopold’s,
New French Dress Goods in many grades and Boots and Shoes, Faints & Oils, &c., &c., &c.
aspirations now.
The task will prove mind clear. But few wrinkles furrow county. Last Wednesday morning he he could make sure of three State Se
latest shades at Leopold’s.
I would call particular attention to my fine stock of CASSIMERES & SUITINGS, for all sizes and
much more expensive, later on.
bis cheek. If he would dye his hair his took a walk through the “Narrow Tal nators. “ Well,” said “ Our Own.” “ I
ages, rich as well as poor. I can suit you. Will make suits at all prices, or any style and
New batistes for dresses at Leopold’s.
general appearance would indicate a ley” for the purpose of gathering a wish you had the money, as much for
any price reasonable, and guarantee satisfaction. My stock of Shoes is large, and ‘
A specially good thing in debages at 16 cents,
I can show you a good line of Ladies’, Gentlemen’s and Children’s Shoes.
man about 10. He has lost but few particularly nutritious and fragrant your sake as mine. I have none to in a variety of new colors a t Leopold’s.
All I ask of my patrons is to call and examine my Stock, and oblige,
T h e wrangle between Spain and Ger teeth ; his eyesight is good, except a herb known as the blue mountain tea.
spare just now, but a friend of mine—
Jerseys, direct from a large manufacturer,
many over the occupancy of the Caro cataract in one eye, from a blow forty- That was the last seen of him until late a Wall street man—says that oil is a t New
about two-thirds of la 6t year’s prices. They
line Islands is simmering down, and is five years ago. He has smoked and last night, when he was hoisted out of about to take an upward jump. Now, are better styles and better made than any we
F E O V I D E N O E S ^ T T -A -IR E S T O B R
no longer regarded as a serious affair. chewed tobacco for 110 years, and al the shaft of a deserted coal mine about suppose you invest in oil ? I don’t have ever before offered. Prices for nice, fine
140 feet deep, more dead than alive, he
Thieves are not always ready to fight. ways diank whiskey when he could get not having any food since his disap advise you, but if you want the 5,000 goods from f l to $3 at Leopold’s.
it, though he has not been drunk for
dollars----- .”
Fine Jersey cloth in blacks and' colors. Jerseys
thirty-five years. He was not a body pearance. He says that while walk
The Colonel is now a strong Mug made to order at Leopold’s.
T h e State Treasurer, General Silas servant of General Washington, has no ing along he suddenly found himself wump.
Tinsel braids for dress trimmings in new styles
at Leopold’s.
M. Baily, is entitled to sympaty. A recollection of ever seeing him. He sinking into the ground. He was borne
down into a dark abyss, often striking
Ten dollars will pay for a gent’s good eassidecision rendered last Thursday makes says when the British came to his mas
Philadelphia Produce Market.
mere suit well made to order a t Leopold’s.
ter’s house all the colored people were its rocky sides, until he found himself at
it impossible for him to recover from taken to the woods and hidden. His the bottom. The wonder is that he
Good toweling at 3% cents a t Leopold’s.
F lour.
—AT THE—
the bondsmen of the suspended Ex recollections of camp meetings and the was not killed. He landed on his feet, Pennsylvania E xtra Family
Thousands of yards of the best makes of cali
4 00 @ 4 25
coes at 6% cents at Leopold’s.
change Bank of Bradford the $10,000 Methodists are very entertaining. He which were badly crushed, while his Western extra
3 37%@ 8 75
New gloves, all grades, from 13 cents to a
Eye Flour
legs
and
body
were
bruised
by
the
con
3
50
@
3
75
has
seen
hundred
shouting
at
once
and
of State Deposits lost by the failure
hundred cents at Leopold’s.
cussion.
- GRAIN.
falling
from
benches
in
a
helpless,
and will therefore, as the Treasurer who
We have ju st received new styles of FLOOR OIL CLOTH. Selling at 5o cents and upward.
New styles in wraps made a t Leopold’s.
89%@ 92
lifeless state. When Lorenzo Dow
Here he lay, day after day and night Red Wheat
50%@ 52%
New chenille fringes cheap a t Leopold’s.
made the deposit, have to make good preached in his neighborhood all the after night, in almost utter darkness, Corn
Oats
31%@ 35
Extra bargain in silk gloves at 45 and 50 cents
the amount himself, which will leave negroes were allowed to go nights and within a narrow space of six feet square. Rye
@ 65
a t Leopold’s.
Sundays. He thinks he was at the He was unable to move and he would
him to start life again as a poor mi
Genuine bargains in imported stockings for
SEEDS.
Good quality, cheaper than ever.
meeting when Dow found the stolen have gladly welcomed death as a relief
ladies and children at Leopold’s.
Choice styles In new satteens for dresses at
i>%@ 10%
axe, and tells all the circumstances to his sufferings. All of Thursday, Clover
Leopold’s.
Flaxseed
1 2 5 .@ 1 28
P resident Cleveland has returned connected with it. He has had six Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Mon Timothy
Ladies’ regular made imported hose 17 cents
1 90 @ 1 95
at Leopold’s.
from the woods and is again anchored wives, and his other social experiences day the sorrow-stricken father searched
PROVISIONS.
The best 12% cent seamless half-hose ever
and
in the White House, attending to his are a good deal like Solomon’s. Martin the hills for his lost boy. He believed Mess Pork
offered at Leopold’s.
10 ,50 @11 00
thinks religion don’t do people good, that the boy lay in one of the mine
Italian
sun
set
is
a
new
shade
of
lining
for
duties which are in p a rt: Putting a like it did a hundred years ago, but
Beef
12 50 @13 00
parasols at Leopold’s.
holes, but he never expected to see him Mess
Dried Beef
13 00 @14 00
few mugwumps into office and discard gives it most of his time now.
Finest variety of black dress goods in Pottsalive. While walking along the moun Beef Hams
19 00 @19 56*
town is at Leopold’s.
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10 @ 12
ing democrats. I t is simply marvelous
tain he saw an open air-hole near the Hams
New cloths for spring suits for boys at Leo
Sides
8
%@
9%
pold’s.
edge of a hill and heard a faint groan. Shoulders
how the Democracy manages to 'hold
6%@
6%
Burying a Giantess.
Little boys suits made to order at Leopold’s.
66
He shouted into the cavern and received Pickeled Shouldei S
S%@
5%
its temper in check. Cleveland will
Fine cork screw and diagonal cloths for men’s
Lard
'
6
@
7%
an
answer
that
his
son
was
there.
The
Mrs.
Emma
M.
Markley,
who
was
fine
suits
at
Leopold’s.
either be a conspicuous success or a
credited with being the heaviest woman neighbors were suihmoned and a num
Philadelphia Hay Market.
miserable failure. He has undertaken in the country, was buried from her ber of ropes procured and spliced. With
A good selection of Cassimeres a t remarkably low prices for School Suits, Business Suits, or Suits
Timothy Hay per 100 pounds 1 15@1 25
a mighty extensive contract, one that home, at No. 526 Lombard street, which he was slowly hauled to the sur Prime
for going to church. WE WILL CUT PANTS AND VESTS AT SHORT NOTICE.
Mixed
-‘
“
. 1 05@l IS
Straw per 100 pounds
85@ 95
approximates a political revolution. Philadelphia, Friday. She was known face, when he swooned away.
Always have a full stock of Muslins and calicoes. Dress Goods for 6 cents, up.
For all these days he lay in torture
Time will tell whether that backbone to the amusement public as Madame
Ju
st
received
Colored Glassware—Glass Sets, Glass cake and fruit dishes, pitchers and tumblers—
Yictoria. Her advertised weight was at the bottom of the cold, damp air
of his will bear the strain or not.
new patterns.
over 600 pounds and her actual weight shaft, about 140 feet below the surface,
Fine stock of Lamps, good and cheap, from a small hand to a large stand lamp. Hanging lamps
about 550 pounds. She was born in with nothing to eat or drink. He had
cheap and fine. I f you want anything of the kind it will pay you handsomely to see our stock.
T h e largest coal mines in the entire Reading, Pa., about thirty-three years become so desperate that he had torn
ago and was slim and delicate through portions of his clothing into shreds and
Do not forget the Pivot Corset. I t is giving excellent satisfaction. Price $1. I f not convenient to
Union Pacific system are at Rock out her girlhood. A t nineteen years
tried to devour them. His body is ter
call send $1.07 and you will receive one by mail.
Springs, 250 miles west of Cheyenne, she weighed but ninety pounds, but ribly emaciated and it will require
Wyo. The company recently imported from this age began to gradually gain careful nursing to place him on the
a large number of Chinese to take the flesh- Between three and five y'ears road to health. Both feet and legs
CAPACITY : 50 BARRELS OF FLOUR
IR O N B R ID G E, Pa.
places of the white men employed. On ago, when she made an application for may have to be amputated and his
PER DAY.
an insurance policy, she weighed but other injuries are of a very serious,
September 2d, the entire force of white 280 pounds. From this time her weight
character. He was to have been mar
miners, about 150 strong, organized, increased rapidly, until she gained the ried last Sunday.
Extensive Improvements having been made at
armed themselves with shotguns, and distinction of being the fattest woman
‘The Greatest Cure on Earth for Pain.” Will
relieve more quickly than any other known rem
the
edy: Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
marched to Chinatown. The Chinamen in the country, if not in the world.
Swellings, Stiff Neck, Bruises,
Interesting
Paragraphs.
This
honor
was
officially
conferred
on
Bums, Scalds, Cuts, Lumbafled to the hills closely pursued by
Pleurisy, Sores, Frost-bites,
her at the “Fat Women’s Congress”.in
So,ackache,
Quinsy, Sore Throat,
Sciatica, Wounds, Headache,
miners who fired several volleys at the Philadelphia last winter, when she car
The “Old Oaken Bucket” was written,
Toothache, Sprains, etc. Price
25cts. a bottle. Sold by all
says A. P. Russell in his “Literary
fugitives with fatal effect. Seven were ried off the first prize.
[druggists. Caution.—The gen
The undersigned takes pleasure in announcing
uine Salvation Oil bears our
Notes,” by Woodworth, a journeyman
***§?&*■ registered
killed outright and many others wound
Trade-Mark, and our
to the public that his facilities for
fac-similé
signature
A.
C.
*
~
Meyer
&
Co.,
Sole
printer, ‘ while under the inspiration
Proprietors, Baltimore, Md., TJ.& A.
ed. I t is estimated that in all nearly
Anchoring a B utton.
manufacturing
of brandy.”
fifty were killed. General Schofield at From the Detroit Free Press.
The most destructive hailstorm ever
Chicago received orders from Washing
DR. BULL’S COUGH SYRUP
F IR ST -C L A S S
He drifted into a sample saloon the known in Charles county, Maryland,
Dalmatian Insect Powder for destruction of Flys, A nts, Roaches &c.
ton to order two companies to pro other day, wiped his forehead, felt
F o r th e cure of C oughs, C olds, H o arse
passed over that section on Saturday
ceed to the scene of the massacre.
n ess, C ro u p , A sth m a, B ronchitis,
around in his pocket, and said, with a evening. The hailstones were as large
Poultry Powder, sure cure for Cholera in Poultry.
W h o o p in g C ough, In cip ien t C on
pleasant smile :
as hen’s eggs, and entire fields of corn
Z P T T If c E S P I C E S A . S P E C I A L T Y .
sum ption, a n d for th e relief o f con
“ Well, as it seems I have just one
sum ptive perso n s in advanced s ta g e s
A n interesting issue, in relation to ten-cent piece left to-day, I ’ll take a and tobacco were destroyed. The loss
of th e D isease. F o r S a le b y a ll D rug
is estimated at $ 100,000.
Are unsurpassed by any other mill In the State.
prohibition has been raised in Iowa. drink.”
g is ts . P ric e , 25 cen ts.
The new machinery now in operation is of the
When the four fingers of Antioch
Proceedings having been instituted
Oscar Wilde has a successful com
kind which is acknowledged to he the VERY
against a number of liquor sellers in nerve tangler had been secreted in his petitor in a Barnegat, New Jersey, citi
BEST in the United States. The flour
AIL TIMBER FOR SALE !
made at these mills by the new process
Dubuque their counsel raised the here remotest recesses, the customer fumbled zen, who has three acres devoted to R
among his keys and laid something on the cultivation of sunflowers. It is esti
has been thoroughly tested and pro
tofore unheard of point that the pro the counter. As he did so he said :
mated that possibly one hundred thou A tract of 5% acres of prime chestnut timber,
nounced Excellent in Quality. I t is
50
years
growth
2%
miles
south
of
Port
Kennedy,
ceedings were directly opposed to the
“ Great S c o tt! just look at that sand of these gaudy beauties are now inquire of
guaranteed to he the best in the
D. M. CASSELBERRY,
in the height of their splendor.
civil rights bill and asked that the suit now I”
market, and everybody is asked
sep.Stf.
Lower Providence, Pa.
“I see it,” said the barkeeper, scorn
to give it a trial.
be transferred to the,Federal courts.
Charles Brusso and Handy Norwood,
fully regarding the alleged dime. “I t ’s
OR
SALE
!
The court granted the petition and the a suspender button. What of it ?”
colored, who escaped from prison about
whole question of prohibiting the sale
“ Why, I didn’t look at it, you know. fifteen years ago, were captured on
lot of FINE SIIOATS, weighing from 40 to The old machinery having been retained wheat
of liquofs is thus given a different I just felt in my pocket, and I ’m blam Saturday’ and placed in the penitentiary 90Apounds.
and rye grists will be ground as heretofore.
Apply to
A. G. GOTWALS,
Yerkes Station, Pa.
twist from any it has ever had. The ed if I didn’t think it was a dime. Ahem! at Jackson, Mississippi. Brusso, sen aug.27,6m.
Roller Flour Exchanged for Wheat
section under which this action has I suppose you’ll have to put it on the tenced for arson, had only three months
ice until to-morrow. I ’ll drop in and to serve when he-escaped. Norwood
been taken is the following from the fix it.”
had ten years to serve for a murderous
bill of April 20, 1811 :
“ Oh, of course you will. Take this assault. After his escape he settled
Section 1919
Every person who, and fix it now.” And the cocktail down in Copiah county, where he
under color of any statute, ordinance, dispenser handed over a needle and married and became the father of ten
children.
regulation, custom or usage of any thread.
Ju st received another large stock of
“ W hat’s that for ?”
State or Territory, subjects, or causes
-ALWAYS ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF—
A
student
at
Yale
College,
twenty
“ Why, for you to sew that button
to be subjected, any citizen of the
years
ago,
wrote
a
letter
to
a
New
on
with,
right
now.
You
may
make
United States, or other person within
FLOUR,
the jurisdiction thereof, to the depri the same mistake somewhere else ; sew Haven girl proposing marriage,and in re
in Corkscrews, Fine Mixtures and Plaids for
ply
received
her
wedding
cards,
showing
her
on
strong.”
vation of any rights, privileges or im
Men and Boys wear at very low figures.
BRAN,
that his wooing was too late, but giving
.. . ^ ^ m—------munities secured by the Constitution
no
intimation
of
what
might
have
been
and laws, shall be liable to the party
G reat L and Steal in T exas.
if he had acted more promptly’. These
CORN,
injured in an action at law, suit in
two met by chance at a New Orleans
equity, or other proper proceeding for
Hats for men hoys and
hotel table, the other day’. He had a very fine stock of Straw
OATS,
redress.
girls.
[TIE SCHOOL FUND DEFRAUDED OF 12,459,become a Louisiana Judge, and she a
563 ACRES, VALUED AT $25,000,000.
It was claimed by the defense that
widow. Their bethrothal immediately
Linseed M eal,
the State of Iowa had encouraged men
G alveston, Sept. 1__The Daily ensued.
Largest and best stock at prices lower than the
Corn Chop,
to settle within its boundaries, thus News some weeks ago charged that
A Manitoban farmer was sharpening the lowest.
placing the maufacture and sale of nearly $2 ,000,000 had been lost to the a stake with an axe, when a flash of
LARGE STOCK OF-LADIES’ CORSETS.
M ixed Chop,
liquors among the “ rights, privileges people and the school fund of Texas lightning, accompanied by a single clap
by the mismanagement of State land
immunities” secured by the Constitu affairs or something worse. In its is of thunder, came from the only eloud G E N T ’S F IN E NECK WE A TI!
—ALL GRISTS GROUND PROMPTLY.—
tion and the laws. The decision of the sue this morning the News editorially visible, a small one immediately over
Flour, Feed &c., delivered to purchasers in
head. The bolt struck the head of the
L IN E N COLLATES and CUFFS ! large
and small quantities a t short notice. Bran
Federal Courts in the question raised say’s on the same subject:
axe, splitting it into two pieces and
sold by the car-load, if desired.. Favor us wit
To show to what extent the school breaking the handle. The farmer was
will be looked forward to as a very im
your patronage.
portant one. It will no doubt have a fund has been robbed in the last ten knocked to the ground insensible, but
direct bearing upon the reciprocal rela fears some official figures are sub speed My recovered, and upon searching
mitted. In 1815 the new Constitution
tions existing between the powers of gave one-half of the public domain to about found the fragments of his axe
-AT THE STORE ÖFCollegeville, Pa.
the State and Federal Governments, public schools, besides the alternate forced deeply into the ground.
Hosiery, Notions, and Trimmings, stock of
all of which sounds a good deal like the sections located by virtue of railway
During last week the Health Inspec
scrip.
j.
great issues raised, discussed, and
tor at Chicago, Illinois, condemned
“
At
that
time
there
were
already
lo
110 cholera stricken hogs. On Saturday,
fought over, in the recent history of
66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Ball]
NO RRIS TO WN, PA.
cated for the school fund 11,385,600 in a slaughter house at the yards, he
in their variety.
—IN—
the country.
acres, and there were 61,580,129 acres condemned 29 hogs that had been S h a w l s , M u s l i n s ,
CHILDREN’S CLOTHING IN GREAT VARIETY.
of vacant unappropriated public do killed and dressed ready for market.
U n o n s , T ic k in g s ,
main, which latter has been exhausted Hog cholera is more prevalent at the
Aged 120 Years.
G in g h a m s , F la n n e ls ,
during the past ten years. The school Chicago yards this season than ever
P. RHOADES.
From the Globe Democrat.
U n d e r w e a r & 0 .A 0 .
fund, under the constitutional provision before, and it is alleged that “scalpersj”
K eytesville, Missouri, August 28__ donating half the public domain to that instead of trying to stamp out the
TRAPPE, PA. DEALER IN
B A N K E R S ,
Probably the oldest man in the United fund, ought to have received 33,190,- disease, by refusing to purchase, “de
BEEF,
MUTTON and VEAL,
States is now living near Dalton, four 064 acres, being half the land disposed liberately buy the stock in the hope
N orristow n, Pa.
—AT—
miles west of here, with his son. He of in that time, which, added to the that they can evade the Inspector.”
Vegetables
and
Fruit in season.
In their variety; always the best. Window
is a colored man, and was born in acreage owned by the school fund in
shades in the new shades and style.
aug.20.
Orders thankfully received.
Another new stock of
Prince Edwards county, Virginia,about 1815, would make a grand total of 45,Interest Paid on Deposits.
Canadian papers contain some har
H IR E TAX NOTICE.
1165. His first owner was James Ewing, 116,664 acres of school lands, less the rowing details of cruel evictions in that — t
1M ONEY T O LOAN.
grandfather of John J. and S. P. 8,031,804 acres that have been sold.
country. Irish history in its worst
I—
Ewing, who live in and near this place.
The Membei r of “ The Perkiomen Valley Mu
Thus the school fund ought now to form is being written at present in the
and b o n d s
tual Fire and Storm Insurance Company,” of
He has been in the Ewing family since have unsold located lands amounting Dominion. Poor tenants have been Glassware, Queensware, Hardware, Calcine
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O
L
D
.
Montgomery county are hereby notified that a
Crater’s Ford, Pa.
his birth, and calls himself Martin to 31,131,860 acres, but has in fact, thrown out on the wayside, houseless
Plaster, Cement,
contribution of $1 on each $1000 insured, has
Ewing. Inasmuch as the longevity of only 24,618,291 acres.” “This fund,” and homeless, in the orthodox Irish
been levied to pay recent fire and storm losses ;
STATE NOTICE.
and that said tax will be collected by persons
FARMERS’ BOILERS,
many of these colored people is of a then says the News, “ has been defraud fashion before the coming of the Land P
A
I
N
T
S
appointed for that purpose, within sixty days
doubtful character, your correspondent ed of 12,459,563 acres, worth $25,000,- League. These imitators of the old
Estate of Marla Isett late of Upper Providence from this date.
Of the best make sold at the lowest Figures.
OILS, WHITE LEAD, RUBBER PAINTS.
will mention some facts to corroborate 000. Some time there will be a sure school of landlords are the Hudson Bay
Members of the company in Upper Providence
township,
Montgomery
County,
deceased.
Let
A full stock of
ters of administration on the above Estate hav Township residing above the Royersford road
the statement ju st made :
enough investigation of land matters Company, who are, say’s the Winnepeg
ing been granted to the undersigned, all persons will pay to John D. Saylor, and those below said
T U nT W A R B .
Col. James Ewing, whom all of the n this State. Twelve million acres Times, at present engaged in tearing
indebted to said Estate are requested to make road to John H. Longaker.
old citizens here knew, and whose may be a small matter, but it’s worth down the shanties on their property in
In Lower Providence Township members will
Tin-roofing, Spouting, and general tinsmithing immediate payment, and those having legal
pay to D. M. Casselberry, Esq.
claims, to present the same without delay to
attended to promptly. If you want to purchase
family record is extant, died in 1859 at hunting up. It is about thirty acres pursuance of a notice to vacate served
H. W. KRATZ,
H.
W.
KRATZ,
Administrator,
a stove it will pay you to give me a call.
.the age of 84 years. He often mentioned for every pupil in the public schools.” on the squatters some time ago.
Trappe, August-11,1385.
Sec'y
P. O . Address : Trappe, Pa.
TRAPPE, PA .
aug.27,-3mo. aug.20-6t,
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WHAT YOU CAN GET

=IR O N B R ID G E STORE ! !=
O-A-ICTTOlfcT F L A I T E L S

I

MEN’S
BOOTS GOOD STOCK
BOY’S
:::
:::
LADIES’ SHOES V ER Y LOW
MISSES’
Children ’s
PRICE ! !

C OLLEGE VILLE:

Roller H ills

G . F . H U N S IC K E R ,

~C O L L E G E Y IL L E =

COLLEGEVILLE IL L S,

= D R U G

S T O R E D .=

DiarrheaMixturewill cureyourDiarrhea &Lysentary.

C iW s Ape 4 Liier Pills. Fere Cream Tartar.
Pare Flavoriai! Extracts.
Pare Balias Porter.

Roller Flour !

Joseph W . Culbert, Druggist.

F

814

Here We Are A^ain! Tie RipestWHEAT,PricesRYE,ia Cash4c. Pail for
Cloths & Cassimeres!

—S T R A W H A T S —

SHOES !

SHOES !

— L A R G E S T ST O C K 0F-

= SPRING- AND

W HITE GOODS!
HAMBURG EMBROIDERY,

EDWARD PAIST,

-¡-DRESS GOODS-:-

Special Bargains

SUMMER CLOTHING.
WETZEI

J. M. Albertson & Sons., I.

GROCERIES!
WALL PAPER !

RANGES, &C.,

S. L. GRATER’S -:STOVEaniTIN STORE, STOCKS
E

Reaver 4 |î[t)taitag®ï

Providence' Independent
T h u rsd ay , Septem ber i.i, 1885.
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.

This paper has a, larger circulation
in-this section o f the county than any
other paper published. As an adver
tising medium the “ Independent” ranks
among the most desirable papers, having
a large and steadily increasing circula
tion in various localities throughout the
county.
Tt is the aim o f the editor and pub-.
Usher to make the “ Independent" one o f
the best local and general newspapers
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
this end we invite correspondence from
every section.
____ ___

The Board of Directors of the Perkiomen and Reading Turnpike Com
pany, of which Mr. F. M. Hobson,
this place, is President, held their
quarterly meeting at the Mansion
House, Reading, last Friday and Satturday.
The fourth annual meeting of the
Constitutional Prohibition Amendment
Association of Montgomery county
will meet in the Baptist church of
Norristown, on Thursday, September
lTth. Two sessions will be held, and
the future policy .of the Association
will be defined.

Sw itchback.
Attractive posters, printed at this
office, announcing the grand excursion
to Switchback on Saturday, October
3, 1885, by Camp No. 261, P. 0. S.,
of A., this place, are being posted at
various places within a radius of ten
miles. The Committee of arrangements
mean to exert every effort that will
tend to make the excursion a thorough
success, and the present indications
are that the occasion will prove to be
a gratifying one to all participants. It
is hardly necessary to urge the folks of
this section to take advantage of the
coming excellent opportunity to view
the grandeurs of the “ Switzerland of
America.” We believe they will make
all necessary arrangements- in due sea
son and go along. And why not ?

p R I Y A T E SALE OF
V isitors.
II. G. Bruner, M. D., and F. R.
Waack, pharmacist, of Philadelphia,
were in town one day last week, and
Farm of 118 acres near Green Lane, Pa. Con
paid this office a pleasant visit. Dr. tains 20 acres of woodland. Buildings in com
repair, modern conveniences in dwelling :
Bruner is a son of Mahlon Bruner, of plete
plenty of water on the property. Will be sold
Limerick.
low and on easy terms. ALSO Lot of 17 acres
of improved land near Collegeville, Pa. Build
Our old friend, ThoraaS Evans, of ings
in good repair. Will make a desirable home j
Limerick, and Dr. S. R. Rittenhouse, of convenient to schools, R. R ., station &c. For
Reading, favored us with a very agree further particulars inquire of
A. D. FETTEROLF,
able call last Thursday.
We were
Real Estate Agent and Conveyancer,
* Collegeville, Pa.
much pleased to form the acquaintance
of so intelligent a gentleman as Dr.
Rittenhouse.
Jp U B L IC SALE OF
O. B. Steely, who taught the Trappe
grammar school a couple ot years ago,
!
came to town the latter part of last
The subscriber will offer at Public Sale on
week und visited a number of old friends SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 17; ’85, on the premises,
who were glad to see him.
situate in Lower Providence township, Mont
County, one mile west of Trooper and
We observed the tall and dignified gomery
three miles west of Norristown, a Farm contain
presence of A. H. Fetterolf, President ing 22 acres, and 95 nerc hes, mcre or less, adjoin
ing lands of Emanuel Cassel, John Hambrechf.,
of Girard College, in town last week.
John Lowman, and a public road. The improve
ments consist of a Stone Dwelling House,
Morris Peterman, a prominent in
2 rooms on first floor, 3 on second, attic;
habitant of Royersford, was noticed, in
cellar and cellar kitchen. Barn, stone
his perambulations through this place,
Jstable high,stabling for 8 cows and three
horses;
wagon
hou?e with room above, com crib,
one day last week.
wagon shed and all other necessary outbuildings.
A clergymen, with rather a pleasant Two wells of never-failing water, one at the
the other at the barn. The buildings are
address, popped in the other evening house
in good repair, and the land is in a high state of
and requested us to notice his departure cultivation. There are a variety of fruit and
from this section, where he had been shade trees on the premises. H us is a desirable
convenint to market, schools, stores
visiting friends. -We mislaid-the name property,
churches, &c., and is well worth the attention of
of the gentleman and therefore can anyone who may desire to purchase a productive
only say that a certain clergyman has farm and a good home. Those desiring to view
the premises prior to the day of sale will please
shaken the dust of Collegeville from call
on the same, residing thereon, who will be
his boots.
pleased to give all desired ^information. Sale to
at 2 o’clock p , M. Conditions by
Bro. Bardman, of the Scliwenksvillt. commence
S.R.Shupe.auet.
B. F. KENNEDY.
Item, was in town on Monday, and
called to see us. Come again.
T>U B LIC SALE OF

REAL ESTATE !

COLLEGEVILLE MACHINE WORKS.
WHAT YOU WANT AND WHAT YOU CAN BUY

REAL ESTATE

The Dunkards, of Perkiomen town
ship and vicinity, held a meeting some
time ago to choose a Bishop to fill the
vacancy caused dy the death of Rev.
Henry Cassel. The candidates were
Silver W edding.
Abraham Cassel, of Yerkes Station,
The “silver wedding” or twenty-fifth
and Rev. Isaac Kulp, of Grater’s Ford.
Mr. Kulp received a majority of two anniversary of the marriage of Morgan
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
votes and was therefore declared elected. R. Wills, editor and proprietor of the
Norristown Daily Herald, and his wife,
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
was celebrated at their home, on Defor the convenience of our readers.
Those who intend to offer real estate Kalb street, in that borough, on Mon
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as at either private or public sale this fall
day evening, the 7th iust. About one
follows :
are reminded that their interests will hundred guests were present, several
FOR PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOUTH. .
.....................6 .4 7 a . m. be well served if they take advantage ot whom were present at the wedding
M ilk ....................
-......................,8 .0 7 a . m. of the advertising columns of this paper. twenty-five years ago. A grand-daugh
Accommodation..
. . *................
.1.25p.m. As heretofore, neatly printed posters
M arket.................
...........4.31. p. m. can be had at this office at reasonable ter of Mr. and Mrs. Wills, the daughter
A cco m o d atio n —
-----I F YOU W A N T A F IR ST-C LA SS----of Mr. and Mrs. Harrington Fitzgerald,
FOR ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST.
prices. Before advertising your real of Philadelphia, was christened at the
Mail....... ........................... .....................a- mestate, or anything else you may de same time. The silver bowl used for
Accomodation....................................... 9.14 a-mM arket.....................................
.3.13sire
p.m. to dispose of, call and see us. Our the baptism has been in the Dager
Accommodation.. ........... ... • .......6 .4 6 p. m.
Be sure to examine ours before purchasing elsewhere. They are built with first-class material
subscription book is always open for family, of which Mrs. Wills is a mem
SUNDATS— SOUTH.
and by skilled workmen. No time or expense is saved to make them superior in every respect.
inspection.
ber,
for
fifty
years,
and
is
now
the
Milk......................................... • • • •.........®
mDouble-gear and direct-gear, One and Two Horse, Level and Straight Tread. Mounted if required.
Accomodation.................... -.................. 6.4». p. m.
property of Miss Mary Hitner Dager
NORTH.
Killed.
of the fifth generation.
Dr. A. G. Coleman, of Limerick
Accommodation.......... ..................... 10-®’ a' m'
Square has made the treatment of dis
Milk.......................................................... 5.41 p. m.
A Pittsburg man named James Cole
The undersigned will ofLr at Public Sale on
eases of the throat a specialty—having
A D am p D ay for Picnics.
man, about thirty-five years of age, died
SEPTEMBER 26, ’85, on the
had the benefit of an extensive experi SATURDAY,
at Pottstown on Saturday from injuries
premises,
a messuage and tract of land contain
Last Saturday was rather a wet day ence in the treatment of the diseases in
IW ~ A U communications, business or received by falling through the Coleing 23 Acres and 136 perches, situate in West
otherwise, transmitted to us through the bfookdale Railroad trestle bridge. An for picnics, a fact that was no doubt varied forms. Office hours 12 to 6 p. Perkiomen township, one mile east of Trappe,
muchly regretted by many who had
and one mile west of Rahn Station, bounded by
mails, to receive immediate attention, inquest was held over the body. If anticipated bright skies and a good time m., every Saturday.—Ad ver.
lands of Stroud Spear, David Tyson, Enos Detand the township line road, and road lead
must be directed to Gollegeville, P. 0., not claimed his body will be removed in the woods. An excursion train con
Persons of sedentary pursuits are wilerfrom
Trappe to Rahn Station, late the prop
to the County Almshouse and finally sisting of nine cars, from Phoenixville, predisposed to constipation. For con ing
erty of Frank Ruth. The improvements consist
hereafter.
to a Philadelphia medical college.
of a Two-Story Stone House;.out kitchen;
brought the members of no less than stipation there is nothing so good as
' a well of never-failing water at the door.
three Sunday Schools to Zimmerman’s Dr. Bull’s Baltimore Pills. Price 25 cts.
.Barn,
stone stable h ig h ; stabling for
H om e F la sh e s and S tray Sparks
Political.
grove. They spent a part of the day
Iftiv cows and three horses; wagon house,
Farmers should use Day’s Horse
corn crib and other necessary outbuildings. The
F rom Abroad.
- I F TOT! W A N T A GOODJacob C. Laver, of Pottsgrove, denies in the cars. Just about dinner time, Powder in the fall and spring of the land
is in good condition and suitably divided
when everything was in readiness for year for their horses and cows.
the
current
report
that
he
is
a
can
into convenient fields with good fencing. A
.—Cool evenings! Changeable weather!
Continued crying induced by colic stream of water passes through .the property. A
didate for Director of the Poor, in the feast, the rain began to fall rather
September !
of fruit trees on the premises. Anyone
accordance with the rules of the Re lively which necessitated a change in makes any baby crossf Dr. Bull’s Baby variety
wishing to view the property will please call on
the
program
and
the
dinner
Was
stowed
Syrup
relieves
at
once.A
_We are glad to see so many of the publican faith.
the undersigned, possession will be immediately
You should buy the D W A R F , for the following reasons : It stands lower to the floor than any
given the purchaser, after complying with the
students, who attended Ursinus last
Augustus Markley, a resident of this away on board the cars. Let us hope
conditions, if desired. The terms of sale will he other make; has a wrought iron bar cylinder with steel teeth (every tooth that breaks is replaced
for
more
propitious
weather
the
next
A
Reply
year, back again.
place, formerly of New Hanover, desires
reasonable. Also at the same time and place free of charge); has a wrought iron concave of peculiar construction which embodies the only true
time the Phoenixville folks picnic in TO T H E R O Y E R S F O R D R E P O R T O F T H E T H R E S H IN O will
be sold, about 200 bushels of Potatoes, and
_Mr. O. P. Shellenberger, of the us to announce that his name wHl be Zimmerman’s grove.
about Four Acres of Good Corn by the row. principle for the changes necessary for different kinds of grain. I t is patented by us ; no other ma
M A T C H A T S E V E N STA R S H O T E L , C H E S T E R CO.
presented
at
the.
coming
Republican
firm of Beaver & Shellenberger, has
Sale to commence at 1 o’clock. Conditions by chine can use it,and no other machine can successfully compete with ours w ithout this improvement.
The Garwood Sunday School celebra
The report referred to was decidedly incom
ABRAM G. GRATER.
Therefore if you want the best buy the D W A R F . I t can be taken apart in three parts in a few
been appointed postmaster at Trappe. County Convention as a candidate for
plete.
The
particulars
will
be
more
fully
given
tion in the almshouse grove, last Satur
minutes. I t lias the most perfect screen in use, owned solely by us. I t is the lightest running
He succeeds his partner as commander- the office of Director of the Poor.
day, was very largely attended,although here :
DMINISTRATOR’S SALE OF
Thresher made and is guaranteed to clean all kinds of grain ready for the market .
in-chief of the office which, of course,
Chalfon Machine. No. of sheaves, 50; time—
the damp and rainy weather tended to
« Jo h n M. Stephen Coming.
will be kept at the same place.
7
minutes,
30
seconds.
Weight
of
grain,
165
mar the pleasures of the day.. I t is es
We are gratified to announce that timated that 2000 people were on the pounds. No screenings. Grade of power 16
—I F YOU W A N T A GOOD—
—Holy Communion at Trinity Chris
Will he sold at Publifc Sale oh MONDAY, SEP
tian Church, this place, Rev. J. H. Prof. John M. Stephen, the distin grounds. The Strohl family rendered degress.
Champion
Machine.
No.
of
sheaves,
50;
time
TEMBER 28, ’85, on the premises, late of Jacob
Hendricks, pastor, next Sunday at 10 guished elocutionist, will give one of fine music.
— 6 minutes, 5 seconds, Weight of grain 160 Shock deceased, in Perkiomen township, Mont
his excellent entertainments in Ursinus
a. m.
pounds; one quart of screenings. Grade oi gomery County, Pa., on the public road leading
Chapel on Thursday evening, Septem
from Skippack to Evansburg, all his right, title,
WE CAN SELL YOU TH E
D
eath
of
a
N
orristow
n
L
aw
yer.
power, 16 degrees.
—The members of the Garfield ber 24, under the auspices of the Ironand interest in all that certain Real Estate being
Dwarf Machine. No. of sheaves, 50; time— a Messuage and 12 acres and 46 perches of land,
Lyceum will hold a business meeting bridge Orchestra. Those who heard
Early Thursday morning Charles T.
more of less, adjoining lands of Mahlon Kulp,
this (Thursday) evening in Fenton’s Prof. Stephen in Masonic Hall, last Miller a highly respected member of 7 minutes, 45 seconds. Weight of grain 145 lbs. John
D. Alderfér, Jacob R uth, and others. The
Hall. Our literary friends, having had winter, Will readily vouch for the high the Montgomery county bar, was found 4 quarts of screenings. Grade of power 13}^ improvements on said premises are a two-story Which is the only perfect self-regulator in use.
Dwelling House, a large Barn, stone We guarantee it to stand the storms. All sizes.
a couple months’ vacation, are prepar order of his abilities as an elocutionist. dead in bed at his residence, 1008 De- degrees.
stable high, Wagon House, pig-sty,corn- Geared mills for grinding and all light work.
As
one
degree
is
equal
to
about
2
inches,
the
We predict a large audience for him.
ing to size themselves up to work.
Kalb street, Norristown. He died of Dwarf was run with five inches less grade than
tcrib and other necessary outbuildings,
—---------: o --------lahnnt.
2 acres of the land is excellent
heart disease, with which he had been the Champion. The Dwarf used at the match
—D 0 YOU W A N T A—
meadow,
thè
remainder
is
good
Farm
Land,
all
—Read G. F. Hunsicker’s new ad
suffering for sometime. Wednesday he was an entirely new machine having never thresh in good condition, divided into suitable and con
Y. P . A.
vertisement. He is offering a number
was seen on the streets - in his usual ed before, while the other two machines had venient fields; water in abundance on the prop
The
first
literary
meeting
of
the
of special bargains.
and a large number of fruit trees in variety.
Young People’s Association, - of St. health. The announcement of his sud done considerable threshing before the trial, erty,
Altogether this is a very productive small farm,
For any purpose ? We have a large stock of
—The bicycle riders of this locality Luke’s Reformed church, Trappe, will den death next morning spread over which was a decided advantage in favor of said worthy of the attention of purchasars. A t the
lumber and manufacture any size to order.
ought to get their lives insured—not be held on Thursday evening, 17th inst. the town rapidly, and it was a surprise machines—being in first-class running order. same time and place will be sold the second crop cedar
We furnish all kinds of P IP IN G for water, or
of
Meadow
Grass,
on
the
premises.
Lot
of
corn
to
all
who
heard
it.
The sheaves threshed by the Dwarf were last
against headers but against infuriated In connection with this meeting the an
the field, lot of potatoes, &c. Sale to com steam, and do PLU M BING and S T E A M F IT 
Mr. Miller was born January 22, taken from the mow—tough and containing in
pedestrians and teamsters. It is about nual election of officers will take place.
mence at 1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions will he TIN G , In every branch.
much
more
grass
than
those
threshed
by
the
1832,
in
Norristown,
the
scene
of
his
made
known on the day of sale by
time for the naturalist to issue his pro All the members of the Association are
—HAND PUMPS OF EVERY VARIETY —
. F. HALLMAN,
nunciamento against the wire steeds.
requested to be in attendance, and their youthful experience and later his busi Other machines which accounts for the weight J.Fctterolf,auet. Adm’rWm
— I F YOU W ANT AN—
of Jacob Shock, dec’d.
of
grain.
The
reason
th
at
the
Dwarf
separated
ness
career.
His
early
education
was
attention is called to the article of the
much more screenings from the wheat than
_Rev. C. Z. Weiser, of East Green constitution which requires that the obtained at the public school, after so
the other machines is plain: It has the only
H E R IF F ’S SALE OF
ville, married three couples last week. annual fee of members be paid in ad which he became a pupil of the Tree- practical screen now in use.
Bored, give us a call. We have a first-class Drill \
As different reports have been circulated,
Evidently the Dr. is experiencing a vance in order that they may be quali mount Seminary, while-the Rev. Sam
more or less dissatisfaction, and desir
and Rigging to bore six and eight inch holes
uel Aaron was principal of that institu creating
lively business boom.
fied électors.
ing a more satisfactory settlement, M. O. Roberts
thousand feet deep, if necessary. The common |
tion. A t the age of nineteen he entered hereby extends an invitation to Buckwalter &
virtue of a w rit of Fieri Facias, issued out idea has prevailed that artesian wells are expen -1
—Just how many weddings will oc
the junior class of 1851 at Brown Uni Co., to meet him at a place as convenient to both ofBy
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas
of
Montgomery
H
anged
Him
elf.
cur hereabouts this season is not known
to thresh a test of 50 or 100 County, to me directed, will be exposed to sale, sive, but if you will inquire into the m atter you j
versity from whieh he graduated in parties asofpossible,
grain; result of the trial to be decided by
at this time. There is more courtship
public vendue on WEDNESDAY, SEPTEM will find them far cheaper than the old methods
Jacob G. Brandt, a resident of Hat 1853. He was once elected Burgess of bushels
by a Committee.
BER 23, ’85, at 2 o’clock p. m., at the Court of digging wells, besides they always ensure a !
than marriage in some communities.
field village, Hatfield township, this Norristown and served one term. He
House, in the Borough of Norristown, said
county, committed suicide shortly after
£*TH YEAR of WASHINGTON county, the following described Real Estate: All supply of pure water.
_The Directors of the Poor met at four o’clock Thursday morning by was Secretary of the Norristown Gas
If you want a MOWER, REAPER, or BINDER, we have them to sell and you will get a good one
that certain Messuage and tract of land, situate
. the Almshouse on Monday and granted hanging himself in his barn. His body Company and one of the Directors of ^ ^ H A L L COLLEGIATE IN STI in the township of Lower Providence said county. because we have the BUCKEYE. Hay Tedders, Hay Rakes of three different kinds. We have for
the
Norristown
Water
Company.
TUTE
will
begin
September
7,
’85.
Bounded by a public road, the Skippack creek,
orders amounting to nearly $3,600.
was discovered by a party of laborers
Boarding for 10 weeks,
$30.00 and land 6 now or late of John C. Kratz, Mor sale the SOUTH BEND PLOW, and the SUPERIOR GRAIN DRILL which far surpasses any other
Tuition
“
“
“
6.25
ton Rice, .Charles Corson, John Drake and make.
who
were
working
about
the
premises
—Our old friend, A. G. Haldeman,
Latin, Greek, German, and Music, extra.
others, Containing 88 acres 3 Rods and S3 perches
----- WE MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS OF----D eath of Clarene Rhoades.
has been appointed postmaster at Cen shortly after seven o’clock. Nor reason
A. RAMBO, A. M., P h . D.,
of lafld and water net measure. The improve
can
be
assigned
for
the
act,
as
he
was
Trappe,
Pa.
ments are a two story stone house, 30 MILL GEARING, SHAFTING, HANGERS, PULLEYS, ttC.
- Clarene,daughter of Isaac and Rebecca
tre Square.
feet front by 24ft. deep. First story 2
a man in good circumstances and his Rhoades, died at the home of her
Give us a call and we will sell to you at the right figures, and guarantee all of our work,
.rooms,
hall and stairway, second story
—Landlord Alderfér, of the Perkio family relations were of the most pleas parents, at Trappe, on Sunday morn
THEAT AND RYE WANTED ]
82 rooms and stairway, garret 1 room,
men Bridge Hotel, is about to erect a ant character. The deceased was about ing, September 6 , in her seventeenth A *
not ceiled; porch at side, a two and a half story
large shed for the better accommoda sixty-six years of age and leaves a wife year. The funeral services in the Re
10,000 bushels of Wheat and 2000 bushels of stone attachment, 14x30 ft, 2 rooms on each story
tion of the traveling public.
Rye. Highest cash market prices paid. Apply ceiled, cellar, well and pump under porch, cave
and three children.
formed Church, yesterday* were largely at
COLLEGEYIIiIiE, Montgomery Co., Pa.
in yard, a one story frame kitchen, with bake
the _ COLLEGEVILLE ROLLER MILLS.
oven, coal house &e.
A stone barn 64x35 feet,
attended.
The exercises were con
—The next quarterly meeting of
stabling for 5 horses 31 cows. Stone wagon
T w o V ictim s.
ducted by Rev. H. T. Spangler, who
Pomona Grange, No. 8 , of this county,
house attached 19x28 ft., carriage house, wagon JJ M. BROWNBACK,
Jp
U
B
L
IC
SALE
OF
delivered
a
discourse
well
suited
to
the
house and butcher shop, pig pen, ice house.corn
will be held to-day, in the hall of Key
About four o’clock Monday after
occasion.
A
few
appropriate
remarks
crib, well and pump at barn, apple orchards and
noon a man about 45 years of age,
stone Grange, at Trappe.
other fruits, springs of water, and growing tim
were
made
by
Rev.
J.
H.
Hendricks,
A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
named Alfred Daubrich, from Reading,
ber. Seized and taken in execution as the prop
—The Montgomery county Teachers’ attempted to board a train while in and J. W. Meminger, in behalf of the
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY, erty of Abraham L. Detwiler, and to be Sold by
No.
8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Institute will be held in Music Hall, motion at Royersford, and now suffers many admiring friends of the deceased, SEPTEM., 14,1885, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
EDWIN S. STAHLNECKER, S h e r i f f .
Jun.25-lyr.
S
h
e
r
i
f
f
’
s
O
f
f
i
c
e
,
Norristown,
Pa.
Aug.
20,’85.
Norristown, on the 26th, 27th, 28th, a mashed foot and fractured leg.
paid a most beautiful tribute to the * 2fy$$20 Head of Fresh Cows with calves,direct
29th and 30 th of October.
life, character and genius of the one so J ^ J ^ f r o m York county. Good judgm ent was
P. SNYDER,
Hugh Cresson, of Schwenksville, prematurely removed from earth life. exercised in the selection of this stock, and it
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend
K.
—A few nights ago the smoke house while intoxicated, on Monday, was
The
members
of
the
Reformed
Sunday
sale.
Also
will
be
sold
a
MARE,
4
years
old,
of Christian Hunsberger, in East Perk walking on the track of the Perkiomen
sound, gentle, and an extra driver. Sale to com
The undersigned', intending to retire from
iomen, was entered by thieves and a railroad, near Schwenksville, when he School attended in a body and assisted mence at 2 o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
in
the
musical
exercises
at
the
church,
H. H. ALLEBACH.
number of hams were stolen.
business, offers his ENTIRE STOCK of
was struck by a freight train and so and accompanied the cortege to Free J . G, Fetterolf,auct.
I. H. Johnson, clerk.
J m
G<RATE<R’S FO<RD, PA.,
fearfully
injured
that
there
are
no
hopes
land cemetery, where the remains of
— T h e s q u ir r e l se a s o n o p e n e d S e p 
Harness, of the best material made to order
te m b e r 1 s t, b u t th e g a m e is r e p o r te d of his recovery. He has a large family. the deceased were interred.
Jp U B L IC SALE OF
at short notice. Complete stock of all kinds of
* ,*
sc a rc e .
horse
goods always on hand. Repairing prompt
*
ly attended to.
J une-25-lyr.
The
getting-married
business
after
And
death’s
unerring
shaft
has
sad
—During the thunder storm on Fri
the
first
of
next
month
will
involve
a
dened another home 1 Has plucked one
day afternoon the frame barn of Isaiah
—AT— *
Will be sold at Public Sale on WEDNESDAY,
Leidy, near Line Lexington, was struck number of interesting details heretofore of the fairest flowers in the human gar SEPTEMBER 16, at Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe,
not
regarded,
and
careful
deliberation
den
1
In
the
morning
of
youth,
amidst
£¿4®20 Head of Fresh Cows. Direct from
by lightning and, together with the
—GRAND EXCURSION BY THE—
The subscriber asks the special at
crops and farm implements, consumed. will be necessary to answers the search the bright anticipations that afford the tentionOhio.
of
buyers
to
this
lot
of
Cows.
They
are
ing questions under oath, as required sweetest of earth’s pleasures in the
(Successor to Fuss & Cassel.)
Loss, $1,000.
heaviest, the best-shaped, and the finest
by the new law. I t is presumed that springtime of life, and surrounded by the
Cows he has ever selected. Here is an opportu
some of the interrogatories will prove loving friends, Clarene faced the inev nity to buy Cows that will be sure to give the
No. 267, COLLEGEVILLE, Montg., Co. Pa.
At the public sale of the estate of to be rather embarrassing in special itable end with philosophic calmness, best possible satisfaction in every respect. Don’t
G R A T E R ’S FO RD , Pa.
fail
to
attend
this
sale.
Also
will
be
sold
a
set
Jesse Ziegler, in Upper Salford, the cases, but they must be answered. The and quietly and peacefully passed away of new express harness. Sale at 2 o’clock. Con
mill and farm were offered but there clerk of the court will be liable to fine from the scenes and cares, and burden ditions by
J* S, FREDERICK.
D M A L E H IN
was no bid. Another farm, containing if he fails to enforce the law to the some trials of life. After a protracted, J.G.Fetterolf,auet.
.
C.U.Bean, clerk.
—TO—
130 acres, was sold to A. Pool for $5655. letter and parties answering falsely wearisome, and disheartening affliction,
A tract of woodland of 1200 acres in will be subject to the penalty of per amid fleeting and returning hopes, the
STATE NOTICE !
West Virginia was sold to Mr. Clemens, jury. The questions to be answered end came to relieve the tired mind and
A chance for bargains, as I mean toaell. The
store will be for rent.
Train will run from Perkiomen Junction
of Harleysville, for $1015. Perkiomen are as follows :
heart of one who had been a sufferer
Estate of Jacob Shôck, late of Perkiomen Leaving Collegeville at 6 o’clock a . m . Return
railroad stock brought $5.00 per share.
township dec’d. Letters of administration on ing leave Glen Onoko at 5 o’clock p. m .
1. Full name of man. 2. Full name almost from infancy.
above Estate having been granted to the un
Perkiomen railroad bonds sold for
None knew Clarene Rhoades but to the
-PRICE OF TICKETS FOR ROUND TRIP :—
of
woman.
3.
Relationship
of
the
par
dersigned, all persons indebted to said Estate are
$92.00.
Perkiomen railroad freight
admire
her
excellent
qualities
of
mind
requested to make immediate payment and those From Perk., Junction,Collegeville,Rahns,
ties,
either
by
blood
or
marriage.
4.
bonds brought $76.00. I f shares of
Grater’s Ford and Schwenksville, $1,80
having legal claims to present the same without
and heart.
TRAPPE, PA .
“ Zieglersville and Frederick,
$1.75
delay to Wm. F. HALLMAN, administrator,“
Montgomery National Bank sold for Age of the man. 5. Age of the woman.
Her
powers
of
mind,
in
the
direction
6. Residence of the man. 7. Residence
“ Salford, Hendricks, Kratz and Persep.i0,6t
Skippack,
P.
O.,
Pa.
$685.
kiomenville,.
$1.70
of the woman. 8. Parents’ name— of thought, were remarkable, and the
“ Green Lane, McLeans and Hillegass $1.65
H, STATE NOTICE.
man. 9. Parents’ name—woman. 10. extent of her intelligence reached far
STATE NOTICE !
11 Pennsburg, East Greenville, Palm, $1.60
Nòte.—Be suspicious of persons who Guardian’s name—man. 11. Guardian’s beyond that of the brightest youth we
“ Hosensack and all stations above,- $1.55
Estate of John Cassel, late of Perkiomen
receommend any other article as “just name—woman. 12. Consent of parents ever knew. She was a constant reader and
Estate of Henry Landes, late of Lower Provi O ’“TICKETS FOR OVER THE SWITCHBACK
township, Montgomery county, dec’d. Letters
as good,” and take nothing else but or guardian. 13. Date of death of thinker, even amid the sore ills that dence, Montgomery County, dec’d. Letters tes
of administration having been granted to the
50 CENTS EXTRA !_ ^ J
tamentary on the above Estate having been
undersigned, all persons indebted to said estate
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.
SEEDS, LIME, FERTILIZERS, PLASTER,
man’s former wife, if any. 14. Date of flesh is heir to.
This Excursion will occur during the most de
granted
to
the
undersigned,
all
persons
indebted
arc requested to make immediate payment', and)
We all regret the early and untimely to said Estate are requested to make immediate lightful season of the year, and this will be the
those
having legal claims to present the same
A party paid ten dollars for a horse death of woman’s former husband, if
Cement, Pewter Sand, Terra Cotta Pipes,
and those having legal claims to pre best opportunity offered during 1885 to view the Chimney Tops, &c. Also Chestnut Rails for without delay to
SAMUEL ,G. CASSEL,
at an auction sàie. The horse was any. 15. Date of divorce of man at any death of Clarene Rhoades,and wish that payment,
grandeurs
of
Switchback.
By
all
means
go
along
Providence Square, Pa.
sent the same without delay to
and enjoy a first-class excursion. The committe fencing. All orders promptly filled. By strict
lame and bruised all over. A bottle of time. 16. Date* of clivorce of woman she might have lived, yet she has gone
REUBEN LANDES,JOS. LANDES,
JOHN G . CASSEL,
made ail necessary-arrangements for the attention to business I hope to merit and receive
Lower
Providence, Pa.,
Salvation Oil costing 25 cents was at any time. 17. Color of parties. 18. on that “ long journey from whence no P.O.Address, Collegeville, Pa. Lawndale, Pa. has
accommodation of the Excursionists. By order a fair share of the patronage of the public.
Or their Attorney,
F ranklin March,
Administrators.
raay-2t-3m. Jy 23-6t.
used ; he is now valued at two hundred Occupation of man. 19. Occupation of traveler has ever yet returned.” Peace sep.l0,6t.
of
the
COMMITTEE.
Norp*town, Pa. .
to her ashes and sweet rest to her soul.
woman.
dollars.

HORSE POWER,

REAL ESTATE !

= THRESHER AN D SEPARATOR^

A:

RÉAL ESTATE !

W IN D P U M P
P E R K I X S ’

CEDAR TAUK,

ARTESIAN WELL

s

REAL ESTATE

IvC
- O- ROBERTS,

A Great Reduction !

FRESH COWS !

=IN PBICES=

R

H

MW, MANUFACTURE

OHIO COWS !

GO ALONG
TO SWITCHBACK

-:-Store Goods-:-

SAMUEL CASSEL,

Cost Prices ! 1

IP- O-

Saturday, Oct., 3, ’85,

E

SWITCHBACK & G1EN 0N0K0!

AND LESS.

GRAIN,

FLOUR,

IL C. STYER,

FEED ,

COAL,

J

w . ROYER, M. D-,

Practising Physician,

W H IPPIN G A MAD BULL.

TRAPPE, PA,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

-A T-

Physician,

E V A N SB U R G , PA
Office Honrs :— 8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
p. ra.

J

P e n to n B r o s .,

DRY GOODS !

H. HAMER, M. D.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Office hours
Hours
office

.-i^

™ 9 a‘
m- 6 1
3to.SP
*mA lter
p.m

EiF’Speclal attention given to diseases of the
eye and ear.

J)R . B. F. PLACE,
D

E

N

T

I S T

I

I

86 E. Airy Street, (opposite Veranda House)

NORRISTOWN.’ Branch Office: COLLEGE
VILLE, Mondays and Tuesdays.
Prices greatly reduced. Full setts from
{5 to <10.

F G. HOBSON,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
Cor.M AIN and SW E D E Street», Norristown,ra.
Can he seen every evening at his residence in
Freeland.

A D. FETTEROLF,.

Justice of the Peace
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,

C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of
each week; also every evening.

J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
(J4 mile north of Trappe.)

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8- 6m. P. O. Address: Limerick Square.

Q H. DETWILER.

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Also LEVELING and GRADING.
IRON BRIDGE, P. O.
Eahn Station, Montg. County, Pa.
Sepl31yr.

J

P. KOONS,

Practical Slater ! !
RAH N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer In every quality of Rootling, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

Extra heavy Canton Flannels
10 and 12 c. Muslins in all grades
from 5 to 12 c. per yard. Rem
nants, calicoes from 5 to 15 yds.
only 5 c. yd. An elegent all wool
black cashmere 57 c. worth 75.
Beautiful pattern of Turkey Red
table Linen only 45c. formerly 62c.
Large stock of comfortables from
$1.00 to $1.75. Pure Lambs wool
bed BLANKETS only $4.65 per
pair. Horse Blankets, from 75c.
to$3. “ K nock’em down” quilting
cotton best in the market only 16c.
lb. full weight. Ladies stylish felt
skirts only 50c. satin quilted skirts
only$l. Full-line of Ladies and
Gents underwear from 25c. up, all
wool red, medicated, reduced to
$1.25. Big drive in men’s seamless
half hose 2 pair for only 25c. ac
tually worth 20c. per pair. Ladies
all wool hose, in solid colors, on
ly 31c. per pair. Attractive lot of
Ladies and Gents all linen hand
kerchiefs with borders, from 10 to
30c. Job lot of Fringed Huck
Towels, all linen, only 25c. per
pair. Cloths and cassimeres in
latest styles. Full assortment of
Latest City styles in Stiff Hats.
Great variety of HATS & CAPS.

GROCERIES !
Best Granulated sugar, 7c. lb.
Best Table Syrup, flavored, only
55c. per gal., pure sugar syrup
for baking, 40c. per gal. New
crop N. O., Molasses, 75c. per gal.
Pure White Wine Vinegar, 24c.
per gal. E xtra large Mackeral,
14c. per lb. Baker’s and Winslow’s
CORN, 2 cans 25c. Soused mack
erel, 25c. a can. Salmon, best 15c.
can. Pure honey in jelly cups,
only 15c. Extra fine evaporated
peaches, 18c. per lb. Large sacks
of Liverpool ground salt, only $1.
We make a specialty of Saplio
Safety Oil, only 18c. per gal. Gi
rard, Allentown, and Lucas ready
mixed PAINTS at lowest figures.

B oots a n d Sh o e s
We have a large stock of Freed’s men’s boot
and shoes. Boys boots, Freed’s make, only $1.95.
Mens boots, Only $2.45. Children’s shoes, Freeds,
$1.25. Bargain in men’s Slippers, $1.12. We
make a specialty of Ladies fine dress shoes. »An
elegant assortment of Rubber Goods at rock bot
tom prices. Large selected stock of Queens and
Glass ware, Wood and Willow ware, beautiful
patterns of floor and table Oil Cloths, and latest
styles of wall paper and borders at extremely
low prices. Our. stock o f Hardware, Drugs, and
Window glass is complete. An elegant double
barrel English twist gun, only $12. Horse power
feed cutter—good as new—cheap.

£DW ARD DAYID,

PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon applioation.

JO H N MILLER,

T A I L O R .
TRAPPE, PA.
Suits cut and made to order in accordance with
latest styles, or in any style that may be desired.
Fits guar&uteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.

gAMUEL P. SHANTZ.

RAHN SRATION, PA.
Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work.
No pains spared to give satisfaction.

J .0' T. MILLER.
CARPENTERand BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
ja n .l,’85,tf.

J

W. GOTWALS.

:t3=-THE OLD
-STONE STORESTOCK AND
FIXTURES
!!! SOLD OUT !!!
Either in bulk or at retail, because
I am going to retire from business
by reason of failing health. I want
a purchaser for the whole business,
but in the interval will sell at retail

AT PRICES
TO SUIT!
Thus making the most wonderful
offerings in

P A I N T E R .
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,
Estimates furnished and Contracts taken.
apr-16-tf

JA M E S B. RAPP.

DRY GOODS,
CARPETS,
OIL CLOTHS.

HARNESS MANUFACTURER I
—Blanchford’s Building,—
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTG’Y CO., PA.
A full stock of H ARN ESS, lap-covers, blank
ets, whips, and all goods pertaining to the busi
ness always on hand. N E W H AR N ESS, of the
best material made to order. Repairing prompt
ly done. Heavy horse harness, collars, hames &c.
apr9-tf.

gUNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

HENRY YOST,
News Agent,

Collegeville, Pa.

-TO BE—

Carpenter and Builder.

CollegevUle.

0 E W IS WISMER,

Practical Slater I
CollegevUle Pa. On and after Aprial 1st 1885,
the undersigned will be located at CollegevUle,
where he will keep on hand all kinds of slate of
the very best quality; also Felt Rooffing which is
guaranteed to out-wear any shingle or tin roof
—price, $3.00 per square. All orders for slate
or felt roofing promptly attended to.
The best Siatington Slate $5 per square. Chap
man slate $6 per square.
Carpet lining Felt, expressly for laying under
carpets, sold at the lowest prices.
mnr,19-tf
LEWIS WISMER.

E LMER E. CONWAY.
BOOT and SHOEMAKER I
COLLEGEVILLE, P A .
Good workmanship and good fit guaranteed.
Stitched work a specialty. Repairing done
pcat-iy and promptly.
may-7-lyr.

supposed, and he is now confined to his
bed under a doctor’s care.—New York
Times.

A Reduction Sale
That will pay everybody to attend.

A. A. YEAKLE,
Old Stone Store, Corner Dekalb
and M ain Streets, N orristow n.

Tfim ted

WE WANT 1000 more BOOK AGENTS
for the grandest aix&fastest selling book ever published,

OUR FAMOUS WOMEN

This is an entirely new and original work just published, and
is the joint production of 2 0 of our yrtatest living authors,
including Elizabeth Stun i t Phelps, Rose Terry Cooke, Harriet
Prescott Spofford, Marion JIarUuul, Mary A • Zspermore,
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Louise Chandler Moultoni Mary
Clemmcr, Lucy Larcom, and 11 other well known authors.
These t w e n t y distinguished writers here give for th e first
time, the complete history of the Lives and Deeds of 8 0
famous American women, most of whom are now living,
whose lives have never before been written, and they tell
hout they have wot» their way from obscurity to fame and
glory. For Thrilling Interest« Romantic Story, Spicy Humor,
and Tender Pathos, this grand book is without a peer. The
Chr stain Advocate says : “This splendid book certainly is one
Of the very best and choicest subscription*books we have ever
seen," I t is splendidly illustrated with full-page engraving*,
besides many superb portraits fro m specialphotographs,

AGENTS WANTED!
A G E N T S! This grand book Is now out-selling all others
lO to I . Ministers, Editors. Critics, etc., unqualifiedly en
dorse it and wish it Godspeed. W«i have many lady agents
who have sold over 2 0 0 in their respective townships. We
want a few good acents—men or women—in this vicinity at
once. We give Extra Terms, and pay freight. Now is the
t me to make money. CU*Onr Circulars, giving Special Terms,
Extracts, etc., sent free. Correspondence invited. Address
A, I>. W O R T H IN G T O N A CO., H a rtfo rd , C onn.

Cure Guaranteed !
_________________ [by DR. J. B. MAYER, the
successful specialist. E ase at once. No opera
tion or delay from business. Tested by hundreds
of cures. Send for circular. Advice Free.
au21-ly.
S"1 A r c h S t r e e t , Philadelphia

RUPTURE

Harness Emporium,
Upper Providence Square Pa.,

JOHN G. DETWILEB Proprietor,

The Same Man

Abram Post, of Elderville, Penna.,
A cow giving milk should never be
—AT—
[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]
allowed
to drink any water which
owns a blooded bull which has been
an object of terror to all employed on would not be fit for those to drink who
the farm, owing to its fierce and ag use the milk of that cow. As well drink
gressive disposition. The bull had al the water from a filthy barnyarn pool,
ways been under the control of its as allow a cow to drink that water and
The undersigned hereby informs his patrons
and the public in general, that he is now loca
owner, who declared that so long as then drink her milk.
ted at
any one stood up boldly against the
An English statistican, estimating
animal no fear of its attacking him need
be entertained. He urged this upon cows at $100 each, makes their aggre
TJie undersigned takes pleasure in announc
his hired help, but he never could em gate value in dairy farming $350,000,- ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all Where he is better prepared than ever to offer
orders
for Harness at short notice and at reason
great bargains in NEW and SECOND-HAND
ploy any man who would not put him 000. The average yield per cow is rated able prices.
GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
self in a safe place as soon as the bull at 4,500 pounds of milk each, yearly, MANSHIP. A full Stock of
assumed a belligerent attitude, and and 200,000 men are employed on the B L A N K E T S,
TOE-COVERS,
Post’s wife frequently appealed to him dairy farms alone,besides those employ
IM PROVED COLLARS,
to have the animal killed, believing ed in towu dairies and in the retail W H IPS, dke., Ac.
Old hard wood furniture taken in exchange
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all for new. Repairing promptly attended to. I
that sooner or later it would rebel milk-trade.
kinds of goods pertaining to the business. am thankful for past favors and expect to merit
against the authority of her husband
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac continued patronage.
and attack him. The beast was too
The Jersey Bulletin very properly tion guaranteed to all.
valuable an animal to be sacrificed, and remarks : If every farmer will provide
In addition to the above, a full stock of Lubri
Geo. D. Detwiler.
and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
Post, ridiculing the idea that the bull a suitable dairy room, away from all cating
Oil. Also cigars and Tobacco.
could master him, refused to part with it. contaminating odors, where the tempe
On Thursday evening Post had fin rature may be controlled and an abun
ished milking a cow in the barnyard, dant supply of pure, cold water, always
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—
and was returning to the house when at hand, there would soon be less com
he noticed that the bull, which was in plaint of the bad quality of butter from
the yard, shook its head savagely as the farm dairy. The consumers in the
he passed by it, and had an unusually city pay full prices for butter the year
vicious look in its eyes. Post passed around, and the private dairy should
on, paying no attention to the animal. reap the harvest, and would if they
He had gone only a short distance will only prepare for the production of
when he heard a quick step behind him a good article. A firm, yellow pat of
and a low bellowing which he knew was butter, fresh from the hands of a tidy
made by the bull. He turned quickly dairy waman, will always have prefer
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
and saw the animal bearing down upon ence at the,table and in the market.
w'eek. Thankful to the public for past favors he
him. He grasped the bull with one
Invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.
hand by the horns hoping to prevent it
It is a lamentable fact that the ma
from goring him, and the next instant jority of our farm hands do not save
WM. J. THOMPSON,
he was tossed in the air. He fell on anything from year to year, and yet
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.
the hull’s head and neck, and was toss those who command from $15 to $20
ed the second time, this time being per month for the larger part of the
C O L L E G E V IL L E
thrown to the opposite side of the year, as first-class hands always can in
barnyard fence. He was badly bruised most neighborhoods, could easily save
and his clothing was torn by the rough from $100 to $150- a year, and in a
A R R I A G E W 'O R K S !
handling he had received, but believing few years they will be able to add the
Special Bargains in Jump-Seat, Brewster Sidethat if he allowed the bull to remain interest on their accumulations to their
Bar and Limken Side-Bar
master of the field its usefulness would earnings. The first $100 which I earned
be gone and its killing a necessity, and saved did me more real good than
Post determined to assume the offen any $1,000 I have made in recent years.
sive himself and use every effort to There is never a surplus of first-class
Now on hand. Best material, best work
conquer the savage animal. He is a farm hands, and there are not the
manship, lowest prices.
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
large and muscular man, and, arming temptations to spend that beset young
Collegeville, Pa.
himself with a heavy club, he jumped men in cities. I will not say that there
over the fence and advanced boldly are not callings in which ooung men
JO SEPH ST O N E ,
upon the bull, which was pawing the can lead an easier life than on the
ground and bellowing furiously. The farm, and I should not advise any one
C A R P E T
W E A V E R ,
moment it saw Post in the yard it to look forward to a lifetime spent asC
O
L
L
E
G
E
V
IL
L E HOTEL,
plunged at him with horns lowered. a farm laborer, for there is no need of
(Formerly Beard House.)
Post met the hull with a terrific blow it if he will take Horace Greeley’s
with the club across the forehead. The advice and lay up $100 a year of his
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
heavy wood was broken to pieces, but wages. If he cannot do that let him EXECUTED
sale at reasonable prices.
the blow had no effect on the animal lay up$50.—New York Weekly Tribune.
except to increase its fury. The ball
pressed upon the farmer, who jumped
B athing a N ecessity.
aside and caught it by one horn and
The Universal Bath meets the wants of the
one ear and endeavored to keep its times in every particular. Every family should
head turned away. He was thrown be the possessor of one of these Baths. The very
from side to side and his hold broken. small saving of four cents per day for a year will
The bull caught him on its horns and about pay for one.
The benefits to be derived from the use of this
—IN THEonce more tossed him in the air, this incomparable bathing appliance are inestimable.
Manufactured from the best wheat by the most
time throwing him over the fence into To say the least we are confident it furnishes bet
Improved Facilities.
an adjoining field. The maddened ani ter conveniences for bathing purposes than can
obtained by anything else in use, not except
mal charged against the fence and en be
Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Prices.
ing the well fitted bath room which costs ten
deavored to knock down the barrier times as much. For further particulars call on
Always on hand a full Stock of
A. C. LANDES,
between it and the object of its rage. or address,
CORN,
Yerkes, Pa.
Still the farmer was undismayed,
OATS,
and, entering his barn, he armed him
BRAN,
FIR E .
FIR E .
MIDDLINGS,
self with a heavy three-tined pitchfork
RYE BRAN,
NOTICE.—The members of the Union Mutual
and returned once more to the barn Fire
and Storm In&urance Co. of Montgomery
LINSEED MEAL, &c.
BEST
MANNER
yard. The bull rushed again to the county, are hereby notified that a contribution
was levied on July 34, 1885, of One Dollar on
^
L
O
W
E
S
T
C
ASH
P
RICES.
attack. Post stood his ground and each One Thousand dollars for which they are
thrust the sharp tines in the bull’s insured, and that Henry Fleck, Treasurer of
Good, clear Wheat received at all times.
said Company, will attend at the Office of the
nose, supposing that the acute pain Company, Swede Street, opposite the Court
House, in the Borough of Norristown, from this
J. H. L A N D E S .
caused by the stabbing would force the date,
August 13,’ 85, to receive said assessments.
Extract o f Charter, /Section 6th.—“ Any member
animal to turn back and make it more
failing to pay his or her Assessment or Tax with
cautious. In this he was mistaken. The in 40 days after the above publication shall for
and pay for such neglect double such rates,
animal rnshed on, and was forcing feit
and in case default is made 50 days after the ex
him against the fence, where he would piration of the 40 days aforesaid, such default
member may be at the option of the Board
have been crushed to death in a mo ing
of Managers, excluded from all benefits under
-T R A P P E , PA..
ment. To prevent this Post threw him their Policies, and yet be held liable for all past
Taxes and Penalties,
self forward, and, the ball’s head being
Persons sending money by mail must accom
it with postage for return of a receipt.
lowered to the ground, jumped astride pany
aug.30-3t.
HENRY FLECK, Treasurer.
the animal’s neck. A few plunges by
the hull threw him from that posi
tion, and he fell on the ground close
by. Fortunately he retained his hold
on the fork, and rising quickly to his
feet, he thrnst the tines again and
again into the animal’s side and neck.
nt M
ANUFACTUREDAT:::
The blood spurted from every wound
MANUFACTURER AND WHOLESALE AND
made by the fork, and the bull bel
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
LIMERICK
STATION,
lowed with pain and redoubled its ef
RETAIL DEALER IN
MONTGOMERY CO., PA.
fort to catch the farmer on its horns,
Farmer’s who want to invest tn a (25) Twentybut his desperate situation had nerved
five dollar Phosphate should buy
C IG A R S ^ ®
him to greater activity, and the beast Trinley’s Ravine Bone
failed in all its efforts. Post continued
his assaults with the pitchfork as he
Chewing and Smoking Tobaoeo, pipes &c.,
jumped from side to side to avoid the
A t $35 per to n . This is a good fertilizer at
All orders Promptly filled at the lowest prices.
a low price. I t contains all the fertiliz
charges of the hull until both sides of
ing ingredients—Phosphoric Acid,
the animal were dripping blood from
Ammonia and Potash in the
COLLEGEVILLE
most available condition for
neck to flanks. The bull continued the
the growing crops, Also
contest for a few minutes, and then
turned and ran to the other side of Pure R aw Bone M eal,
—$36 per ton.—
the barnyard bellowing with pain.
Post did not move away for some Pure Raw Bone Phosphate
— $86 p er ton ; and the—
time, and then went to his house. He
was covered with blood, almost naked,
and dripping with perspiration. He
$32 per ton, that I manufactured heretofore.
washed himself, rested a moment, and Farmers, give Trinley’s Fertilizers a fair tept,and
be convinced of their true merits. The best
then, against the earnest protest of his
Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM
LEHIGH AND SCHUYLKILL COAL,
wife, went back to the harnj’ard. He different sizes, always on hand, at the very low
found the bull standing in one corner est prices.
of the barnyard. Post walked briskly
EVERY MORNING.
One of the best Local, Family and General
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
up to the animal, and it cowed at his gST A T E NOTICE !
subscribe.
approach, and stood trembling in fear.
Estate of Ann Holman, late of Upper Provi
twp., Montg., County deceased. Letters
The beast was completely mastered, dence
Testamentary on the above Estate having been
and walked sullenly into the barn at granted to the undersigned, all persons indebted M RS, S. L. PUGH.
said Estate are requested to make immediate
Post’s command. On the farmer’s re to
payment, and those having legal claims, to pre
TRAPPE, PA.,
Different flavors, during the Season now open
turn to the house he found that his sent the same without delay to
H. W. KRATZ, Executor,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making ed. Parties, Plc-Nics and weddings supplied at
own injuries were greater than he had Jy-30-6t.
P. O. Address : Trappe, Pa. &c
short notice, on reasonable terms.

BARGAIN^

M Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

Agriculture and Science.

g PE CI A L

MOTHER PLACE!

G R A T E R ’S F O R D ,

F U R N IT U R E !

.John G. Detwiler.

Wm.J. THOMPSON,
BEEF.=

IF YOITWANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

H E E B N E R & SONS,
LAN SD ALE,

Co.,

Penna

The Oldest Agricultural Works in Petfna.

M b ’s Patent

Leiel TreaS
H orse P ow ers. !
Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
thé only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
applied to horse powers,
H eebnpb ’s , Little Giant Threshing and
Cleaning Machine,
AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.
Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes, &c.
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
order.
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
lowest prices.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,

HEEBNER & SONS,
LANSDALE, PA .

Gristock & Vanderslice,
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
D ealers

in

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

LU M BER ,

VEAL,=

=MUTT0N,=

Montg.

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
PICKETS,

CEDAR A ND

C H E ST N U T

RAILS.

L e h i g h and Sc huy lkill

JOB PRINTING

F

= F fm m ? =

Yerkes Station Mills.

Patent Process Straw ,
aM Fancy Family Flour,

J. H. KROUT,

-A T THIS OFFICE.—

CIGAR MANUFACTURER >

---TRINLEY’S -

m m ttm

PHOSPHATE ! !

COAL.

-

COAL.

F L O U R ,
Corn, Bran, Middlings,
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,

AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

ENTERPRISE
MARBLE WORKS!
Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different' descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
BUILDINGS, S T E P S , SIL L S, ETC ., ETC.
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r i s e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
11Low prices and fa ir dealings,
BESP E C TFU LL F,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.
Ju n e 8-ly.

An Unusual Opportunity
T o

L e a rn

T lie

-L IF E IN S U R A N C E Business, and be qualified as successful Agents.
Persons of intelligence and address are invited
to apply (giving reference) to
S. W. M ,
Lock Box 1543, Philadelphia Post Office.

01AM ERON, CORSON & Co.,

Buy and Sell REAL ESTATE
In all parts of the county.
519 Swede Street, NORRISTOWN, PA.
aug. 20-6-mo.

•CIGARETTES,

“PROVIDENCE

BAKERY !

FAVORITE BONE PHOSPHATE!

INDEPENDENT” J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

HEALTH RESTORING PILLS.

W ill aid th e L iv er to perform its p roper functions.
W ill assist n atu re to throw off all impurities.

Will save you many aches and sleepless nights.

W ill save you large doctors’ bills.
W ill cure D yspepsia, L iv er Com plaint, H ead
ache, Pim ples, Blotches, and all diseases arising
from a torpid L iv er and im pure blood. T hese Pills
a re strictly vegetable, an d produce a n atu ral
evacuation o f th e bowels w ithout pain, nausea, or
costiveness, effects w hich follow th e use o f m ost
o th er purges. One trial w ill convince yon th a t
th e y will do all th a t is claim ed for them .
PR IC E , 25 CENTS.

IC E C R E A M !

a & \sra \\

